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AN ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS OF 

 

 

 

Tamara Chahine Maatouk     for Master of Arts 

Major: History 

 

 

 

Title: Understanding the Public Sector in Egyptian Cinema: A State Venture 

 

In 1957 the public sector in Egyptian cinema was established, followed shortly 

by the emergence of public-sector film production in 1960, only to end eleven years 

later in 1971. Assailed with negativity since its demise, if not earlier, this state 

adventure in film production was dismissed as a complete failure, financially, 

administratively and, most important, artistically. Although a few film critics have 

sporadically commented on the role played by this sector, it has not been the object of 

serious academic research or study designed to provide a balanced, more nuanced 

general assessment of this state institution. This thesis hopes to address this gap in the 

literature dealing with Egyptian cinema.  

 

An introduction evaluating the current scholarship will precede a chapter 

dedicated to a thorough examination of the circumstances surrounding the emergence of 

the public sector in Egyptian cinema. Subsequently, and after contesting common 

misconceptions about the expansion of this sector, chapter three will endeavor to 

unravel the main reasons for this expansion. After an extensive review of the public 

sector’s attempts to counter inherited and rising predicaments that threatened the film 

industry, chapter four will investigate whether there was a real change in the general 

perception of the cinema, and the government’s attitude towards it, following the defeat 

of June 1967. With the launching of the Corrective Movement in 1971 the story of this 

brief state adventure in film production was eventually brought to an end.  
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A NOTE ON TRANSLITERATION 

 

I follow the transliteration style employed by the International Journal of Middle East 

Studies. However, I have used conventional spellings for the personal names of such 

public figures as Gamal ‘Abdul Nasser, Anwar al-Sadat, Youssef Chahine and Omar al-

Sharif. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Between an inevitable birth and a predestined death, historical inaccuracies and 

deterministic analyses prevail in the study of the public sector in Egyptian cinema, the 

outcome of which is none other than general confusion. Over four decades have passed 

since the dissolution of the General Egyptian Institution for the Cinema (al-Mu’assasa 

al-mi rīyya al-‘ mma lil-sīnima) led to the unceremonious, perhaps premature, demise 

of public-sector film production in Egypt. Since that time, the Egyptian state’s short-

lived adventure in film production has sparked heated debate, both as a subject of 

mordant criticism or uncritical praise. Although a considerable volume of academic 

literature dealing with the Egyptian cinema has been published, little research has 

studied in depth the story of the public film sector in Egypt.
1
 The first intention of this 

thesis is to fill this lacuna by shedding some light on the multilayered circumstances 

under which the said sector emerged, expanded, and was eventually brought to an end.  

What has been written about it takes the form of a few arguments following 

teleological interpretations, all yielding the same incomplete, and somewhat distorted 

                                                        

 
1
 A few exceptions include studies relating to the relationship between politics and cinema in 

Egypt in general which more often than not devote a chapter or a section to the public sector in 

Egyptian cinema. Among these exceptions are Durr yya Sharaffud n, al-Siyy sa wal-sīnima fi 
mi r, 1961-1981 (Cairo: al-Hay’a al-mi r yya al-‘ mma lil-kit b, 2002); Hish m al-Na s, al-

Sīnima al-mi rīyya, al-thawra wal-qi ‘ al-‘ mm 1952-1971, majmū‘at ab th (Cairo: al-Majlis 

al-a‘la lil-thaq fa, 2010); ‘Al  Abū Sh d , al-Sīnima wal-siyy sa (Cairo: al-Hay’a al-mi r yya 
al-‘ mma lil-kit b, 2000); and May al-Tilims n , “S nima al-dawla s nima bad la, qir ’a fi 
tajrubat al-qi ‘ al-‘ mm al-s nim ’  fi mi r,” Alif – Journal of Comparative Poetics 15, Arab 

Cinematics: Toward the New and the Alternative (1995). 
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narrative that starts and ends with the assumption of inevitability. To many film 

historians, the establishment of this sector was inexorable in a society experiencing an 

overall drift to socialism, attributing its emergence solely to a premeditated set of 

ideological elements.
2
 The collapse of this sector, however, is strongly assumed by 

some critics to have been predetermined by birth defects, namely, the absence of a clear 

ideological agenda.
3
 From this frequently repeated narrative of the rise and fall of the 

public sector in Egyptian cinema, the socio-political and economic implications of 

unforeseen events, such as the Tripartite Aggression in 1956, the political tension 

between Egypt and some Arab countries from the late 1950s onwards, the defeat of 

1967, Nasser’s death in 1970, and al-Sadat’s Corrective Revolution, are typically 

excluded.
4
 To propose a comprehensive and more accurate account of the public sector 

                                                        

 
2
 To mention a few, Hish m al-Na s suggests that the state’s decision to nationalize the 

Egyptian film industry came as a logical continuation of a decade-long wave of reforms,“Qir ’a 
fi taqr r al-niyy ba al-‘ mma ‘an qi ‘ al-‘ mm al-s nim ’  fi mi r,” al-Sīnima wal-t rīkh 10 

(1994): 22-3; Joel Gordon argues that nationalizing the film industry was part of a broader 

agenda manifested in the National Charter, Revolutionary Melodrama, Popular Film and Civic 

Identity in Nasser’s Egypt (Chicago: Middle East Documentation Center, 2002), 53; Ella Shohat 

explains how the creation of the public sector in cinema “was merely a continuation of the 
process of bureaucratically reshaping the state sectors along the lines of what was described as 

‘Arab Socialism’,” “Egypt: Cinema and Revolution,” Critical Arts 2/4 (1983): 29. 

 
3
 Walter Armbrust and Fu d Murs  shed light on the issue of undercapitalization in “Cinema and 

Television in the Arab World,” in The New Cambridge History of Islam, Muslims and 

Modernity Culture and Society since 1800, ed. Robert W. Hefner, 625-647 (Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press:, 2010), 635-6, and in “al-Qi ‘ al-‘ mm wal-‘istithm r al-kh ,” 
al- alī‘a 2 (February 1974): 17. As for bureaucracy and absence of a clear program see Jane 

Gaffney, “The Egyptian Cinema: Industry and Art in a Changing Society,” Arab Studies 

Quarterly 9/1 (1987): 59; Mu ammad K mil al-Qalyūb , “al-S nima al-mi r yya, d ’irat al- i r 
wa ri lat al-khūrūj,” al-Thaq fa al-Jadīda 15, 1 January 1980, 61; Sharaffud n, al-Siyy sa wal-
sīnima, 39 and 71. 

 
4
 Andrew Flibbert underlined this point in a personal correspondence with this author. Flibbert 

is an associate professor of Political Science at Trinity College, Connecticut, and also the author 

of “State and Cinema in Pre-Revolutionary Egypt, 1927-1952,” in Re-Envisioning Egypt 1919-

1952, ed. Arthur Goldschmidt et al. (Cairo: The American University in Cairo Press, 2005) and 

Commerce in Culture: States and Markets in the World Film Trade (New York: Palgrave 

Macmillan, 2007). 
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is, therefore, the second intention of this thesis, with a view to incorporating previously 

underplayed, seemingly unrelated influences into the analysis of the said sector’s 

attitude towards the cinema.   

This inaccurate narrative is fueled by the political stances and background of 

film critics concerned.
5
 Writing “in conformity with the prevailing spirit of their 

times,”6
 which, more probably than not, was affected by the anti-Nasserist movement 

that ultimately aimed at “delegitimiz[ing] and demoniz[ing]” the Nasserist experiment,
7
 

these critics were more inclined to assail the experience of the public sector than to 

evaluate it or underline its novelty. For most of them, the state’s venture in film 

production is considered “the beginning of the ‘setback’ of Egyptian cinema,”8
 

pejoratively branding this period “cinema of fear.”9
 Even more so, they held the public 

sector accountable for the decline of Egyptian cinema, grounding their criticism in the 

manifold reorganizations that the public film companies underwent.
10

 What these critics 

failed to see is what this thesis intends, in part at least, to highlight. Hence, the third and 

last main intention of this thesis is to suggest an alternative perspective, which, in lieu 

                                                        

 
5
 al-Tilims n , “S nima al-dawla s nima bad la,” 70; and Sa‘ d Mur d, “ iw r ma‘ Tawf q 

li ,” in Maq l t fil-sīnima al-‘arabīyya (n.p.: D r al-fikr, 1991), 210. 

 
6
 Jack Crabbs, Jr., “Politics, History, and Culture in Nasser’s Egypt,” International Journal of 

Middle East Studies 6/4 (1975): 397. 

 
7
 For a comprehensive definition of the anti-Nasserist movement, see Meir Hatina, “History, 

Politics, and Collective Memory: The Nasserist Legacy in Mubarak’s Egypt,” in Rethinking 

Nasserism: Revolution and Historical Memory in Modern Egypt, eds. Elie Podeh and Onn 

Winckler (Florida: University Press of Florida, 2004), 102-104. 

 
8
 As cited in Gordon, Revolutionary Melodrama, 47. 

 
9
 Sharaffud n as cited in ibid., 209. 

 
10

 Sharaffud n, al-Siyy sa wal-sīnima, 71; and I‘tid l Mumt z, Mudhakir t raqībat sīnima: 
thal thīn ‘ mman (Cairo: al-Hay’a al-mi r yya al-‘ mma lil-kit b, 1985), 181. 
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of dismissing these continuous structural organizations as weaknesses and failings, 

showcases them as an apparent indication of the state’s resolve to reform and, in the 

process, rescue an industry in jeopardy.  

This thesis also aims at rectifying the shortcomings in the existing literature. The 

constant lamenting of the public sector in Egyptian cinema automatically results in the 

dismissal of its films. Overwhelmed by preconceived notions, critics tend to overlook 

the great artistic value of some publicly produced films. A fact such as the Film 

Foundation’s designation of The Mummy (al-Mūmmy ’, 1969) as “a gem of Egyptian 

cinema,” and its subsequent selection to be restored, preserved, and screened at the 

Lumière 2015 – Grand Lyon Film Festival goes unnoticed.
11

 So does the fact that 

among the top 100 Arab films listed in Cinema for Passion, a book published by the 

Dubai International Film Festival in 2013, 9 films were produced by the public sector, 

with The Mummy ranking first and The Land (al-Arḍ, 1970) ranking fourth.
12

 Even 

more, it seems as if the results of the referendum of 1995, instigated by the Cairo 

International Film Festival, which registered 30 public films among the top 101 

Egyptian films produced between 1923 and 1995 are completely ignored by this 

scholarship, with the exception of ‘Al  Abū Sh d ’s and Amal al-Jamal’s work.
13

 In 

light of this, the importance of this thesis lies in the fact that it lays the foundation for an 

                                                        

 
11

 This project, World Cinema Project, is part of the Film Foundation which was “created under 
the leadership of Martin Scorsese in 1990 to work for the preservation and restoration of 

heritage films.” http://2015.festival-lumiere.org/en/program/the-film-foundation%27s-world-

cinema-project.html (accessed on 17 April 2017). 

 
12

 Marwa Hamad, “Dubai International Film Festival Picks Top 100 Arab Films,” Gulf News, 6 

November 2013, http://gulfnews.com/leisure/movies/news/dubai-international-film-festival-

picks-top-100-arab-films-1.1251874 (accessed on 10 March 2017). 

 
13

 Mi r mi’at sana sīnima (Cairo: Matbū‘ t mahraj n al-q hira al-s nim ’  al-dawl  al-‘ishrūn, 

1996), 9-12.  

http://2015.festival-lumiere.org/en/program/the-film-foundation%27s-world-cinema-project.html
http://2015.festival-lumiere.org/en/program/the-film-foundation%27s-world-cinema-project.html
http://gulfnews.com/leisure/movies/news/dubai-international-film-festival-picks-top-100-arab-films-1.1251874
http://gulfnews.com/leisure/movies/news/dubai-international-film-festival-picks-top-100-arab-films-1.1251874
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unprejudiced, more nuanced assessment of the public sector. In so doing, the latter’s 

role in introducing the possibility of “an alternative national cinema”14
 and as an 

incubator to “a new generation of talented filmmakers”15
 becomes evident. 

The main body of this thesis is divided into four chapters including the 

conclusion; all aiming to fulfill the aforementioned intentions. Chapter one provides an 

introductory summary of the state involvement in Egyptian film industry since its 

inception in the early twentieth century until the Tripartite Aggression in 1956. The rest 

of the chapter then examines the various factors that led to the emergence of the public 

sector in Egyptian cinema in 1957 and public-sector film production in 1960. The story 

continues in chapter two to tell how the ideological and economic repercussions of the 

socio-political transformations that Egypt witnessed between 1961 and 1962 drove the 

state to expand the public sector to encompass a considerable volume of film assets, 

without resorting to comprehensive nationalization. As a result, the state’s film policy 

evolved from supervision and sponsorship to direct film production. Though this 

intervention succeeded in reviving a threatened film industry, rising difficulties 

necessitated a different film policy. The downsizing policy is, therefore, expansively 

discussed in chapter three, which also sheds light on the cinematic situation following 

the Naksa in 1967. It is this author’s contention that this policy, coupled with a new 

cinematic perception on the part of both the post-67 government and the cineastes,
16

 

paved the way before the possibility of an alternative, critical national cinema, one that 

is politically charged and highly acclaimed. The story of the public sector ends shortly 

                                                        

 
14

 al-Tilims n , “S nima al-dawla s nima bad la,” 70. 
 
15

 Gordon, Revolutionary Melodrama, 207. 

 
16

 The term cineaste or cinéaste may refer to an aficionado of filmmaking or any person 

associated professionally with filmmaking.    
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after the launching of the Corrective Movement in 1971 that caused the sudden end of 

this brief state adventure in film production. 

In addition to a long list of secondary sources, this thesis heavily relies on 

several main sources. The official gazettes, al-Jarīda al-rasmīyya and al-Waq ’i‘ al-

mi rīyya, proved essential in tracking the evolution and expansion of the public sector 

in Egyptian Cinema, as they include all the presidential and ministerial decrees 

concerning cinema affairs. Another important source is the report of the Public 

Prosecution Office (al-Nīyy ba al- mma) regarding the decade-long legal proceedings 

of the public film sector, which is absent in much of the existing literature. The National 

Charter of 1962, Nasser’s speeches, and the 1968 Manifesto are also beneficial in 

constructing the historical context of the time period in which the public sector existed. 

The memoirs of Tharwat ‘Uk sha, which also includes his correspondences and reports 

as the Minister of Culture, is consulted with the intention of viewing the story of this 

sector from the eyes of the state. Last but not least, the popular Ruz al-yūsuf and the 

ideologically bound al- alī‘a are two contemporary periodicals that stand out as being 

of great value, for including on their pages a wealth of information dealing with this 

sector as well as critical discussions regarding the role of the cinema.    

A point should be made here: this thesis focuses on the history of the public 

sector in Egyptian cinema as a state institution, and, therefore, intentionally avoids 

being caught up in the endless labyrinth of socio-political and cultural representations in 

Egyptian cinema. Viola Shafik’s Popular Egyptian Cinema: Gender, Class, and Nation, 

Joel Gordon’s Revolutionary Melodrama: Popular Film and Civic Identity in Nasser’s 

Egypt, and Marisa Farrugia’s The Plight of Women in Egyptian Cinema (1940s-1960s) 

are only a few examples of the huge scholarship that deals with representations in 
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Egyptian cinema. Film censorship is another topic that this thesis does not lengthily 

engage with, for censorship, as a state authority, did not come under the purview of the 

public film sector.
17

 The third trope that this thesis carefully evades is the confusion 

between cinema matters and other communication media, particularly television and 

radio. Except for a short period when all three media operated under the control of the 

same government authority, the cinema sector was always regarded as a separate entity 

that had its own administration, budget, and policy.     

                                                        

 
17

 Except for the Artistic Censorship that became a part of the Ministry of Culture in the late 

1960s, but which was involved in examining the artistic level of a story or film rather than the 

political content of films.  
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CHAPTER II 

THE EMERGENCE OF THE PUBLIC SECTOR IN EGYPTIAN 

CINEMA, 1957-62 

Egyptian film critics differ on the birthdate of Egyptian cinema. While some 

consider the screening of the Lumière brothers’ cinematic show on 6 January 1896 in 

Alexandria as the birth of cinema in Egypt, others argue that this cinema, linking it to 

Egyptian film production, did not see the light until 1927, when ‘Az za Am r’s Layla, 

the first feature film to be funded by local capital, was produced.
1
 Most of these 

commentators, however, agree that between 1896 and 1927 the expansion of the film 

industry heavily relied on foreign capital. Until the mid 1920s, only foreign film 

companies and studios operated in Egypt. The situation started to change when al‘at 

Pasha arb, the founder of Bank Mi r, established Mi r Company for Performance Arts 

and the Cinema, with the intention of supporting national film production. With the 

advent of the ‘talkies’ in the early 1930s, the need for an all-inclusive studio grew, to 

which arb responded by creating Studio Mi r in 1936, only to become the first self-

contained studio in the Arab world. Throughout the 1940s, Egyptian cinema prospered 

in terms of quantity and revenue, spreading the Egyptian dialect to the entire Arab 

world while reaching all the way to Iran, Turkey, India and Latin America. Though the 

state occasionally interfered, particularly to address difficulties obstructing the 

                                                        

 
1
 To read more about the beginning of Egyptian cinema and the abovementioned disagreement, 

see Marisa Farugia, “The Plight of Women in Egyptian Cinema, 1940s-1960s,” (PhD diss., the 
University of Leeds, 2002), 11-59. 
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development of this industry, the expansion of Egyptian cinema depended solely upon 

foreign and local private capital. 

This private character of film production began to falter when the Egyptian 

government established the Cinema Support Institution (Mu’assasat da‘m al-sīnima) on 

2 June 1957, officially marking the birth of the public sector in Egyptian cinema. Three 

years later, in 1960, the same institution acquired the appropriate means to propel its 

venture into film production, signaling the emergence of public-sector film production 

in Egypt. By presenting a comprehensive, chronological and more nuanced assessment 

of the public sector in Egyptian cinema, this chapter attempts to propose a more 

accurate account of the circumstances under which public-sector film production came 

into being.  

The chapter begins by briefly tracking the evolution of early Egyptian state 

involvement in the film industry, delineating how, since its origins, Egyptian cinema 

was regulated as part of a broader entertainment business, so lucrative that films were 

regarded primarily as economic commodities, whose ‘sale’ abroad contributed to 

enhancing the country’s stock of foreign currency. This perception of the cinema 

continued to prevail well after the1952 revolution. Even though Egypt witnessed a kind 

of cinematic awakening on the heels of the Tripartite Aggression in 1956, it was mostly 

economic imperatives that drove the government to establish a public sector in Egyptian 

cinema. In time, and for considerations discussed below, the role of the state evolved 

from bureaucratic supervision of cinema affairs to actual film co-production. The nature 

of such an involvement soon changed when the state, affected by a series of 

concomitant events, eventually adopted a more interventionist, expansionist role in the 

film industry.  
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A. Historical Background: State Management of Cinema Affairs 

 

Before delving into the historical roots of the public sector in Egyptian cinema, 

it is perhaps important to clarify that Egyptian film industry was never entirely free of 

state meddling, the nature and extent of which have varied enormously over the years. 

To begin with, as early as 1911 the Cairo governorate dispatched officers to expurgate 

films presumably menacing public order and morals, thus enforcing an ordinance that 

was not officially adopted by the central government until the introduction of 

censorship in 1914.
2
 Almost a decade later, the Ministry of Finance passed a law 

regulating the import of foreign films, soon followed by a decree requiring close 

inspection by the Interior Ministry of Egyptian films destined for exportation.
3
 By 1930, 

the Ministry of Education had started producing short corporate films to promote 

Egyptian tourist attractions.
4
 With a view to prevent and eradicate the illicit trade in 

film stock on the black market, a problem that surfaced after World War II, the Ministry 

of Social Affairs oversaw the distribution of such stock solely for authorized film 

companies.
5
 In 1947, moreover, the government felt compelled to establish the 

Chamber of the Film Industry (Ghurfat in ‘at al-sīnima) in reaction to another 

                                                        

 
2
 “Censorship,” Alex Cinema, accessed November 30, 2016. 

http://www.bibalex.org/alexcinema/industry/Censorship.html; see also Yves Thoraval, Regard 

sur le cinéma égyptien (Paris: Edition L’Harmattan, 2000); for a fuller appreciation of film 
censorship in Egypt see Ma mūd ‘Al , M ’at ‘ mm min al-raq ba ‘ala al-sīnima al-mi rīyya 
(Cairo: al-Majlis al-a‘ala lil-thaq fa, 2008) and Sam r Far d, T rīkh al-raq ba ‘ala al-sīnima fi 
mi r (Cairo: al-Maktab al-mi r  li-tawz ‘ al-ma bū‘ t, 2001). 
 
3
 ‘Al  Abū Sh d , Waq ’i‘ al-sīnima al-mi rīyya, 1895-2002 (Cairo: al-Hay’a al-mi r yya al-

‘ mma lil-s nima, 2004), 45 and 73; Magda Wassef, Egypte 100 ans de cinema (Paris: Plume, 

1995), 20. 

 
4
 These films were exported to and screened in the United States, ibid., 78. 

 
5
 Jal l al-Sharq w , Ris la fi t rīkh al-sīnima al-arabīyya (Cairo: al-Hay’a al-mi r yya al-

‘ mma lil-kit b, 1970), 104-5. 

http://www.bibalex.org/alexcinema/industry/Censorship.html
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underlying problem that was seriously impairing Egypt’s film production, namely, the 

lack of coordination between the three subsectors of filmmaking—production, 

distribution, and exhibition.
6
 Though the coordination problems proved to be insoluble, 

the Chamber, nevertheless, succeeded in exerting quasi-control over cineastes by 

making Chamber membership mandatory for producers, distributors and theatre owners.  

By the late 1940s, more than four ministries appeared to be involved in 

meddling in the film sector, which was frequently referred to at the time as “Egypt’s 

second industry after cotton,”7
 more probably in terms of exportation. Perhaps it is this 

which explains why the Chamber of the Film Industry as a department came under the 

purview of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry, rather than a ministry of culture or 

guidance. This is not to suggest that the pre-revolutionary state was unaware of the 

socio-political implications that cinema had,
 8

 rather it appears as if it simply opted to 

overlook such considerations in favor of commercial stance. Even the censorship law of 

1947,
9
 naturally promulgated for broader media purposes, was mostly concerned with 

                                                        

 
6
 Andrew Flibbert explains this lack of coordination in “State and Cinema in Pre-Revolutionary 

Egypt, 1927-1952,” 451-2. To read more about the Chamber of the Film Industry, see Madkūr 
Th bit, “ awla nash’at wa ta awur in ‘at al-s nima fi mi r wa waqi‘iha,” in Awr q fi mushkilat 
i‘ dat al-ta’rīkh lil-sīnima al-mi rīyya (Cairo: Ak dimiyyat al-funūn, 1994), 1-37. 

 
7
 In his work on the economics of Egyptian cinema, Flibbert refers extensively to Cine Film, an 

Egyptian trade journal published continuously on a monthly basis between May 1948 and 

August 1960, in which there was a regular mention of cinema being the second industry after 

cotton. Andrew J. Flibbert, Commerce in Culture: States and Markets in the World Film Trade 

(New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007). In their memorandum of 1952, the cineastes described 

the film industry as the third industry after cotton. For a fuller appreciation of the memorandum, 

see Sam r Far d, T rīkh na bat al-fann nīn fi mi r, 1987-1997 (Cairo: al-Hay’a al-mi r yya al-
‘ mma lil-kit b, 1999), 38-42.   

 
8
 The notion of cinema as a socio-political practice was not strange to the Egyptian art scene in 

late 1940s. As early as 1947, aha usayn was introducing his readers to Jean Paul Sartre’s 
writings on the commitment of the artist which he deemed useful for Arab artists, cineastes 

included. See for example usayn’s “Jean Paul Sartre wal-s nima,” al-K tib al-mi rī, 3, 7/26 

(1947): 179.  
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monitoring films, lest they contain material which could disturb the stability of Britain’s 

colonial rule and Egyptian royalty, or could have led to a boycott of Egyptian films 

abroad, but principally in sister Arab countries. Hitherto, state regulations, though 

limited and sporadic, had focused principally on handling economic issues affecting, 

and somewhat impeding, the development of what was largely perceived as a booming 

entertainment business. The end result of such an attitude was not surprisingly the 

unintended rise of a commercial cinema brimming with romantic melodramas and 

farcical comedies.
10

 The shift in perception of cinema from merely a hard currency 

generator to a more powerful instrument of cultural enlightenment did not take place 

until years after the 1952 revolution.
11

 

                                                                                                                                                                  

 
9
 Censorship law of 1947 was promulgated with the intention of prohibiting scenes projecting 

any negative image of Egypt and the Egyptian royalty. Chaos such as revolutions, strikes, and 

protests were not allowed to be represented in films. Neither was the depiction of dirty alleys, 
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government; and illustrate subjects or scenes that could lead to social disorders. Farugia, “The 
Plight of Women,” 48; Jal l al-Sharq w , “History of the U.A.R. Cinema 1896-1962,” in The 

Cinema in the Arab Countries, ed., George Sadoul (Beirut: Interarab Centre of Cinema and 

Television, 1966), 94; ‘Al  Abū Sh d , “al-Qi ‘ al-‘ mm al-s nim ’  fi mi r (1963-1972), 
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and Sam r Far d, “La censure mode d’emploi,” in Wassef, Egypte, 107. 
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mi r (Egypt: D r al-hil l, n.p.), 76 and al-Sharq w , Ris la fi t rīkh al-sīnima, 78. In his 

memoirs, Tharwat ‘Uk sha imputed the problem of having naïve cinema to “money owners, 
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Mudhakir tī fi al-siyy sa wal-thaq fa (Cairo: D r al-shūrūq, 1990), 452. 
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B. Cinematic Awakening by Circumstance 

 

Hailing the cinema as an imperative tool for education and influence, the Free 

Officers’ figurehead leader, Mu ammad Nagu b, warned of the dreadful impact the 

cinema could have if misused.
12

 Shortly after the revolution, he called for a thorough 

transformation in filmmaking towards a more committed art, repudiating the decadent 

cinema of the past while encouraging the artists to “embed their mission in the 

[revolution].”13
 As a first step, the government permitted the public screening of 

previously prohibited films such as Fritz Kramp’s L shīn (1938 – starring asan ‘Izzat 

and N dya N j ), usayn udq ’s Down with Colonialism! (Yasqu  al-isti‘m r, 1952 – 

starring Sh dya, usayn udq  and Mahm d al-Mil gu ), and Mu afa K mil (1953 – 

starring Anwar A mad, Am na Rizq and M gda). Seizing the opportunity Egyptian 

cineastes handed a memorandum to the general command of the armed forces, in which 

they pushed for direct state support by means of bank loans, prizes, objective 

censorship, and institutional reorganizations.
14

 The Chamber of the Film Industry also 

submitted a report to the Ministry of Commerce and Industry calling for an end to 

foreign film competition in local theatres.
15

 This attempt to rescue the national film 

                                                                                                                                                                  

Egyptian government did not show concrete interest in producing films for political or 

ideological purposes.  

 
12

 Mu ammad Nagu b’s speech on 18 August 1952 as quoted in Gordon, Revolutionary 

Melodrama, 53. 

 
13

 al-F rūq ‘Abdul ‘Az z, “al-S nima al-mi r yya wa thawrat yūlyū, mu wala lil-ru’ya fi 
sanaw t al-amal wal-inkis r, al-sanaw t al-ūla wal-wus a, 1952-1961,” al-Talī‘a 11 (1975): 

142. 

 
14

 Far d, T rīkh naq bat al-fann nīn fi mi r, 38-42. 

 
15

 By 1955, the Chamber was “claiming that producers and distributors had inadequate access to 

theaters for the first run of their pictures,” Flibbert, Commerce in Culture, 76; “It was said that 
Egyptian film production was crippled by the inability of Egyptian producers to wrest screen 

time from foreign films,” Walter Armbrust, “Cinema and Television,” 637.  
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industry mostly from the control of foreign distributors and war profiteers-turned-

producers was reciprocated with a few, yet very pragmatic, governmental interventions. 

By imposing several different sets of taxes on imported films, replacing the severe 

censorship law of 1947 with a somewhat less restrictive, more general one,
16

 

reorganizing the Syndicate of Film Professions (Naq bat al-mihan al-sīnim ’īyya),
17

 in 

addition to establishing the Fine Arts Department (Ma lahat al-funūn) in 1955, the state 

was still simply aiming to address inherent weaknesses in the management of the film 

industry.
18

  

However, in the absence of a radical cultural transformation hand in hand with a 

weak, if not lacking, collective commitment on the part of cineastes, Egyptian cinema 

remained subject to the mercy of the old profit-conscious mentalities, while the quality 

of films continued to deteriorate under the same market factors of the previous regime. 

Thus far, cinema was first and foremost an economic commodity, with an almost 

exclusive emphasis on entertainment. To be sure, films inspired by the revolution 

started to emerge from 1954 onwards, particularly ones condemning the previous 

monarchy and colonial rule, such as A mad Badrakh n’s God is on Our Side (Allah 

Ma‘ na, 1955 – starring Shukr  Sar n and F tin am ma). Mu ammad Kar m’s great 

                                                        

 
16

 Law no. 430 for the year 1955 cancelled the previous censorship law of 1947 and replaced it 

with the following article, “protection of public morals, maintaining public order and supreme 
state security,” without any additional provisions. Abū Sh d , “al-Qi ‘ al-‘ mm,” 313, and 
Far d, “La censure,” 108.      
 
17

 Law no. 152 for the year 1955 reorganized the Syndicate of Film Professions from a labor 

union to a professional one. Flibbert, Commerce in Culture, 186; and Far d, T rīkh naqabat al-
fann nīn fi mi r, 38-42. 
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 Jal l al-Sharq w , “Languages in the Arab Countries,” in Cinema and the Arab Countries, 

ed., George Sadoul (Beirut: Interarab Centre of Cinema and Television, 1966), 61; ‘Al , M ’at 
‘ mm min al-raq ba, 248. Also for a detailed chronological survey of laws concerning the film 

industry in Egypt, see ‘Al  Abū Sh d , “Chronologie 1896-1994,” in Wassef, 18-39.  
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hope in the revolutionary regime was reflected in the remake of his 1930 silent film 

Zaynab, in which he changed the ending from the death of the heroine to her survival, 

owing to the treatment she received in a new hospital built by the new regime. Although 

films showing realist features and addressing socio-economic issues like al  Abū 

Sayf’s The Beast (al-Wa sh, 1954 – starring Anwar Wagd  and S mya Gam l), Youssef 

Chahine’s Struggle in the Valley ( ir ‘ fi al-w dī, 1954 – starring Far d Shawq , Omar 

al-Sharif and F tin am ma), and Tawf q li ’s Fools’ Alley (Darb al-mah bīl, 1955- 

starring Shukr  Sar n) did appear; they were, however, the product of individual 

initiatives rather than collaborative, state-instigated efforts. Admittedly, the non-

emergence of state-commissioned propaganda films during the first years of the 

revolution was an obvious indication of the Free Officers’ unpreparedness, and maybe 

indifference, to appreciate the political potential of the cinema.
19

 

In fact, it was not until 1956 that the Egyptian authorities became aware of the 

powerful role that film—be it fiction or documentary—could play in mass mobilization. 

This sudden but tangible appreciation of the cinema as a propaganda tool came on the 

heels of the Tripartite Aggression, the invasion of Egypt by Israel, Britain and France to 

regain Western control of the Suez Canal, when several short films and documentaries 

covering the events succeeded in galvanizing Egyptian and regional public against 

blatant encroachments of Egyptian sovereignty, and by extension support for the 

military junta’s challenge of colonial hegemony.
20

 Almost every other film produced 
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 Raymond Baker, “Egypt in Shadows, Films and Political Order,” American Behavioral 

Scientist 17/3 (1974): 395-7. Needless to say, many differences could be made when comparing 

a political film commissioned by the state or promotes the state’s ideology to a short 
promotional video produced by the Department of Information to mobilize masses. While the 

first could be considered art, the second is dismissed as merely commercial advertisement.  
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after 1956 either had a protagonist who was an army officer, revolved around a patriotic 

theme, or idealized religious coexistence and solidarity among the Egyptian people.
21

 It 

comes as no surprise that in the midst of this newfound cinematic sensibility, Badr 

Nash’at and Fat  Zak  co-authored a relatively progressive book entitled Mu kamat 

al-fīlm al-mi ri: ‘arḍ wa naqd al-sīnima al-mi rīyya mundhu nash’atiha (Egyptian Film 

on Trial: A Review and Critique of the Egyptian Cinema since its Inception). In this 

work the two authors highlighted Vladimir Lenin’s often quoted statement, “that of all 

the arts the most important for [a rising nation] is the cinema.”22
 “[Egyptian] cinema,” 

Ella Shohat writes, “became part of the initial stages of national building… As a vehicle 

of the new ideology, [cinema] had the role of producing solidarity and identity among 

the masses.”23
 In light of all the above, questioning the state’s realization of how 

influential cinema could be becomes redundant. But whether the state had any intention 

to exploit the film industry to influence public opinion and mobilize the masses remains 

a question, to which the following sections will attempt to answer. 

 

C. CSI Established: Toward a Public Sector in Egyptian Cinema 

 

It would be too simplistic to see the establishment of the Cinema Support 

Institution (Mu’assasat da‘m al-sīnima—hereafter CSI) on 2 June 1957 merely as a 
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 Let the World Witness (Fal-yashhad al-‘ lam), an 8-minute film produced by the Art 

Department and directed by Sa‘d Nad m in 1956. Abū Sh d , al-Sīnima wal-sīyyasa, 54. 
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 For example, ‘Izzald n Dhūlfiq r’s Give me back my Heart (Ruda qalbī, 1957) which Nasser 

attended its premiere; N yyaz  Mu afa’s The Prison of Abū Za‘bal (Sijn abū za‘bal, 1957); and 
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 Badr Nash’at and Fat  Zak , Mu kamat al-fīlm al-mi ri: ‘arḍ wa naqd al-sīnima al-
mi rīyya mundhu nash’atiha (Cairo: Imprimerie La Patrie, 1957). 
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reflection of some sort of a cinematic awakening without giving any emphasis to the 

socio-economic changes that nudged the government towards more interventionist 

measures. After the Tripartite Aggression, the Egyptian President Gamal ‘Abdul Nasser 

issued sequestration orders mainly against British and French nationals and many 

wealthy Jewish families, followed shortly by the Egyptianization decrees targeting 

foreign capital.
24

 Along with the denaturalization law of 1956, not only did these orders 

alarm other foreign populations residing in Egypt but they also affected them. Despite 

the reassurances given to these communities, many foreign residents, driven by fear of 

denaturalization, Egyptianization, and sequestration, left Egypt and relocated their 

businesses to other countries.
 25

 It is only plausible to assume that among the affected 

industries was the film industry, a large number of its shareholders being foreigners. 

Though there is no comprehensive record of these shareholders and the companies they 

owned, statistics show that the number of movie theatres and distribution houses 

plummeted after 1956, as did the number of imported and exported films.
26

 The 

situation only got worse due to a shortage of imported European and American film 

stock.
27

 In addition to the shortage in film stock, Egypt lacked the industrial know-how 
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to manufacture cameras, projectors, and film printers. For such reasons, as Andrew 

Flibbert noted, “all parties appealed to the state for relief, demanding stricter regulation 

of the industry through a more comprehensive cinema law, with producers seeking 

greater controls on foreign imports.”28
 Not yet prepared to exploit the cinema, nor to 

anger the restive cineastes, but more importantly, not being able to afford losing a great 

source of hard currency, the government felt it necessary to be more responsive and take 

measures to rescue an industry in dire need of assistance. 

With the purpose of not only tackling these growing problems, but also 

enhancing the quality of Egyptian cinema and the country’s national and regional 

cinematic standing, the Ministry of National Guidance sponsored the formation of the 

CSI to become the first official cinema institution in Egypt as well as the Arab World.
29

 

Even though Fat  Ra w n, then minister of National Guidance, insisted that in order 

for the arts to serve the state, the latter should not intervene, the mere existence of the 

CSI anticipated the decision to place the industry under more governmental sponsorship 

and supervision.
30

  

The CSI was founded in accordance with, and made possible by Law 32 of 1957 

concerning public institutions, which, together with the Economic Institution (al-

Mu’assasa al-iqti dīyya), spearheaded the expansion of the public sector in Egypt. 

With this in mind, it becomes plausible to assume that the creation of the CSI marked 

                                                                                                                                                                  

required to Egyptianize because it imported only cameras and films, [Muhamad] Abu Nusayr 

[the Egyptian Minister of Commerce] replied that because the firm was not the sole importer of 
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 Presidential Decree no. 495 for the year 1957, al-Waq ’i‘ al-mi rīyya 45, 6 June 1957, 9. See 
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 Abū Sh d , “al-Qi ‘ al-‘ mm al-s nim ’ , 311. 
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the emergence of a public sector in Egyptian cinema.
31

 It should be stated plainly here 

that establishing a cinema public sector is different from launching a public-sector film 

production. Whereas the former entails the establishment of a state body charged to 

support, financially or technically, manage, and provide assistance to the cinema sector, 

the latter denotes the state’s direct involvement in film production, from script selection, 

filmmaking, distribution, and exhibition.   

While a board of managers representing the Ministry of National Guidance and 

other Egyptian ministries determined production targets, financially, the CSI had an 

independent budget raised from subsidies given by the state, tax revenues or, as 

stipulated by Law 495, from Egyptian capital investment.
32

 Among its objectives as a 

service sector, the CSI was to encourage both the screening of Egyptian films locally 

and the opening of new distribution markets abroad. It also aimed to secure bank 

guarantees and financial loans for producers in an effort to orientate them towards the 

production of serious films that could reflect the state’s general philosophy.
33

 That same 

year, the CSI Charter was declared by a presidential decree stressing the need to raise 

the industry’s professional and artistic level through various means, among which were 

eradicating the spread of exploitation within the film industry, cooperating and 

coordinating with the Fine Arts Department and establishing a cinema studies 

institute.
34

 Furthermore, subsidies were only to be given for the purposes of purchasing 
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equipment, encouraging the production of ideological and educational films, and 

covering the financial losses of such films.  

Irrespective of the circumstances leading to its formation, CSI’s establishment 

delineates a significant change in the state’s cultural policy towards the film industry. In 

1958 the newly created United Arab Republic underwent massive ministerial 

reorganizations whereby the Directorate of General Culture, previously belonging to the 

Ministry of Education, was annexed to the Ministry of Culture and National Guidance.
35

 

Under the auspices of the new minister Tharwat ‘Uk sha, a genuine advocate for the 

cultural role of the cinema, and Naguib Mahfouz as its president, the CSI embarked on 

fulfilling the following long-term objectives. With the help of the Fine Arts Department, 

the CSI was able to send students to Russia, England, Italy and Czechoslovakia to study 

filmmaking.
36

 Furthermore, to ensure that funds did not fall into the wrong hands of 

“bankrupt parasites that … could not care less about the arts,” as stated by Yusuf al-

Sib ‘ , then General Secretary of the Higher Council for the Arts and Literature (al-

Majlis al-’a‘la li ri‘ yat al-funūn wal- d b), the CSI secured loans only for producers 

as well as distributors whose project proposals were examined by the Fine Arts 

Department and deemed technically, artistically, and ideologically promising.
37

 On top 
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of that, applicants had to obtain at least one third of the film’s total budget in advance to 

be considered financially eligible for a loan.
38

 Additionally, the CSI dispatched 

missions to explore potential markets in Latin America, India and Indonesia, especially 

after some Arab and North African countries started banning Egyptian films owing to 

their presumed, or real, revolutionary content.
39

 As for the film stock crisis, shipments 

of film raw materials were sent to Egypt from the Eastern bloc.
40

 Meanwhile on the 

local front and as an indication of the state’s new outlook regarding the role of the 

cinema, censorship tax exemptions were granted to films imported by the Ministry of 

Culture and National Guidance for cultural and educational purposes.
41

 In brief, the CSI 

did not aim to generate profit but provide services and develop the film industry’s 

infrastructure. 

Notwithstanding these initiatives, the CSI failed to gain the unanimous support 

of the press whilst exciting great commotion among the cineastes. Some journalists 

constructively delineated the failings of CSI’s general policy and urged the state to find 

long-term solutions instead of the temporary remedies that the CSI allegedly 

promoted.
42

 Others directly accused its administration of abusing power and funds in 
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favor of ‘big names.’43
 Similar allegations were also made by a group of cineastes 

protesting particular acts of favoritism carried out by some CSI appointees.
44

 According 

to the Syndicate of Film Professions, another body that claimed being targeted by the 

CSI, its members were deliberately excluded from playing any role, temporary or 

permanent, in CSI’s formation, let alone its administration.
45

 Adding fuel to the fire, 

Law 118 of 1958 removed a fundamental clause from Law 142 of 1955 that previously 

made syndicate membership mandatory to anyone working in the film industry, even 

penalizing whoever violated it.
46

 The ambiguity of both Article 8 and its supplementary 

note in the new law, which failed to define the boundaries of amateurism, provided all 

forms of ‘amateurs’ with a loophole to penetrate the film industry. Though this decree 

did not dissolve the syndicate, it certainly brought a storm of protest from its 

administration and members, for it incapacitated and deprived the syndicate of whatever 

extent of control it exerted over the cineastes. To be sure, it is extremely difficult to 

verify whether the state was intentionally targeting the syndicate to the advantage of the 

CSI, but so is the attempt to disprove such a claim. What is certain is that the decline of 

the Syndicate of Film Professions, which coincided with the faltering of the Chamber of 
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the Film Industry that by then had nominal powers only, resulted in CSI practically 

becoming the sole public authority over cinema matters.         

 In spite of the syndicate’s uproar, Egyptian cinema prospered in the late 1950s, 

both in quality and quantity. Although the CSI did not produce or co-produce any film 

in its early stages, it held film weeks in Cairo and selected Egyptian films to show in 

international film festivals. Towards the end of the decade, many books about 

cinematography and cinema theory were translated into Arabic, and in late 1959, Egypt 

witnessed the establishment of the Higher Institute for the Cinema (al-Ma‘had al-‘ lī 

lil-sīnima), the first institute to offer professional cinematic education in the Arab 

world.
47

 The novelty of such institute lies in its diverse departments, which 

encompassed filmmaking, scriptwriting, editing, art direction, sound engineering, 

cinematography, and production. Moreover, permission for the creation of The Film 

Society (Jam‘īyyat fīlm) was granted in hopes of holding regular cinema conferences 

and film screenings.
48

 In other words, the CSI helped to create a nourishing atmosphere 

which allowed Egyptian cinema to “reach the peak of maturity and start being compared 

to [international cinemas].”49
 Highly acclaimed films such as Youssef Chahine’s Cairo 

Station (B b al- adīd, 1958 – starring Youssef Chahine, Far d Shawq , and Hind 

Rustum), Henri Barak t’s The Nightingale’s Prayer (Du‘ ’ al-karaw n, 1959 – starring 

F tin am ma and A mad Maẓhar), and A mad iy ’ al-D n’s The Teenagers (al-

Mur hiq t, 1960 – starring M gda and Rushd  Ab ẓa) signaled the emergence of a new 
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cinema, one with a refreshing form, daring content and ‘realist’ tendencies.
50

 What was 

regarded as the “marriage of literature and cinema”51
 also dominated during that period 

of time, manifested by the cinematic adaptation of novels by Naguib Mahfouz, Yusuf 

Idr s, I s n ‘Abdul Qudūs and Tawf q al- ak m, all of which “reflected the problems 

and challenges of contemporary Egyptian life.”52
  

The fact that the CSI did not commission the production of films as yet might 

potentially be viewed as an evidence of the state’s sole interest in organizing the 

infrastructure of the film industry, rather than directly contributing to artistic/ideological 

film production. Another possible interpretation, however, is the under-studied fact that 

up until 1960 the CSI did not have the necessary financial means to produce feature 

films, in particular since the lion’s share of cinematic resources, between 1957 and 

1960, remained in private hands. Indeed, studios, distribution agencies, exhibition 

houses, and production companies were still owned by the private sector, the great 

generator of a commercial, politically detached cinema. The CSI was not financially 

strong enough to compete against private-sector film production, nor was fueling such a 

competition considered a state priority. As a matter of fact, it was not until the 

sequestration of Bank Mi r in 1960 that the state coincidentally found itself the owner 
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of considerable film assets that would definitely facilitate its entry in the field of actual 

film production.  

 

D. CSI Reorganized: From a Cinema Supporter to a Film Co-Producer 

 

If economic necessities enabled the state to establish a public, largely 

supportive, sector in Egyptian cinema, financial convenience initiated the birth of 

public-sector film production in Egypt. In 1960, Nasser introduced Egypt’s Second 

Five-Year Development Plan for 1960-1965, generally seeking progress on all 

economic fronts including but not limited to a heavier industrialization program and the 

construction of the Aswan High Dam.
53

 In search of ways to finance such an extremely 

large-scale project, the Egyptian state turned its eyes towards private local capital, 

especially after many attempts to acquire sufficient foreign and joint capital proved a 

failure.
54

 To this end, Bank Mi r was sequestered on 11 February 1960, so were all of 

its industrial and commercial subsidiaries,
55

 among which, interestingly enough, was 

Mi r Company for Performance Arts and the Cinema (Sharikat mi r lil-tamthīl wal-

sīnima—hereafter MCPAC), the parent company of the renowned Studio Mi r.
56

 Taking 

into account firstly the £E 100 million of deposits that Bank Mi r had, secondly the 

paid-up capital of its twenty-seven enterprises which amounted to more than £E 20 
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million, it is possible to claim that capital now became, in principle, available.
57

 That 

being said, it becomes conceivable to consider the acquisition of Studio Mi r, along 

with its parent company, more an inadvertent byproduct of broader financial objectives 

than a pre-determined, comprehensive scheme.  

Besides being the first and most prominent film studio in Egypt during that 

period of time, Studio Mi r, like its contemporary counterparts, was a self-contained 

unit that incorporated four film plateaus well-equipped with lighting facilities, a black 

and white film laboratory, sound and camera equipment, and editing suites as well. 

Although in need of modernization and upgrade, it was capable of producing feature 

films. The significance of owning such a valuable cinematic asset did not go unnoticed 

by a state that during the preceding three years had been tirelessly trying to revive its 

film industry in all respects. Indeed, the Ministry of Culture and National Guidance 

secured a considerable budget “to develop … and provide [Studio Mi r] with modern 

sound equipment, cameras, developing factories, as well as processing apparatus for 

both color and black and white films.”58
 It was around the same time that the state 

transferred the management of all its cinema-related affairs to the CSI, making the latter 

the executive director of MCPAC and Studio Mi r.
59

  

A few months later, on 15 May 1960, Nasser signed a decree reorganizing the 

CSI by adding a new, essential clause that listed among the institution’s main objectives 
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the “production of films that are deemed necessary for national purposes or [crucial] in 

raising the level of Egyptian cinema.”60
 Apart from this article and a few minor 

changes, the absence of any substantial difference between this decree and its 

predecessors might support the argument that only when the state acquired the 

appropriate cinematic assets did it really consider venturing into the field of film 

production. In any case, the said decree certainly marks a shift in the government’s role 

from a cautious cinema supporter to an enthusiastic, capable film producer. In this 

sense, Decree 855 of 1960 officially established public-sector film production in Egypt, 

almost three years after the establishment of a public sector in Egyptian cinema—not 

before and definitely not after, as it has been frequently argued.
61

  

Despite having the means, it was too perilous to embark on an ambitious, solo 

journey to produce films when the state had no direct control whatsoever over the 

private sector, especially the distribution and exhibition agencies. The Ministry of 

Culture and National Guidance was extremely careful not to “get caught up in the 

labyrinth of cinematic operations except for a few calculated steps.”62
 Over a period of 

three years, the CSI participated in the co-production of three films only. Although 

considered as the state’s first large-scale attempts at film propaganda, neither film was 

instigated by the CSI. In contrast to the U.A.R. Radio Organization’s annual budget, for 
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example, the budget of the CSI was ridiculously small.
63

 Given the financial and 

ideological attention that Nasser paid to the Radio as a propaganda tool since the early 

years of the revolution, the huge difference between the Radio’s and CSI’s budgets 

could perhaps be indicative of the fact that the Egyptian state was still hesitant to take 

the initiative to use the cinema widely and for similar ends. It is perhaps important to 

state here that in contrast to Sawt al-‘Arab, a non-profit state agency established to 

communicate political messages to the Egyptians and the Arab World, the cinema 

sector, brimming with profit-oriented mentalities, was more difficult and more 

expensive to control and exploit. 

O, Islam (Wa-isl m h—also released as Love and Faith), the first Egyptian 

movie to be co-produced by the CSI, through the MCPAC in cooperation with Rams s 

Nagu b’s the Arab Company for the Cinema (al-Sharika al-arabīyya lil-sīnima) and 

directed by the Hungarian-American director Andrew Marton, appeared in 1961. 

Roughly around the same time, the famous actress-producer Asya D ghir, who was also 

the owner of the production house Lotus Film, requested a loan from the CSI to produce 

Youssef Chahine’s Saladin the Victorious (al-N ir al  al-Dīn, 1963). Not only did 

the CSI accept, but it opted to become more involved by means of providing production 

facilities, namely services offered by Studio Mi r.
64

 In addition to meeting CSI’s loan 

conditions and requirements, both of these epic historical films presumably contained 
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features implicitly glorifying Nasser and his anti-colonial message.
65

 It is not possible to 

ignore the fact that these films were made at a time when relations between the U.A.R. 

and some Arab states were growing increasingly bitter. While the fact that both films 

might have conveyed ideological sentiments that probably encouraged the CSI to be a 

willing producer, having prestigious names on board—that naturally ensured low-risk 

investment and very high revenue—might have been the main clincher that persuaded it 

to finance and proceed with the co-production.
66

 The third co-production was It 

Happened in Egypt ( adatha fi mi r, 1963), this time with the Hungarian state-run 

company Hungaro,
67

 probably in an effort to open international markets for Egyptian 

films. 

At this point, a chain of concurrent events steered the Egyptian state towards a 

more interventionist policy, which ultimately catapulted the various levels of the 

government into fast-paced socialism.
68

 As a first measure, the socialist laws of July 
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1961 were introduced in three consecutive presidential decrees, basically targeting 

almost the whole private sector under the guise of “expanding capacities to support 

national interest.”69
 What is surprising, however, is that aside from a small number of 

movie theatres, probably acquired incidentally as a result of the sequestrations of many 

holding companies, no major private film-related company was nationalized or 

sequestered so far.
70

 Even more striking is the fact that when Nasser issued a decree 

concerning the redistribution of the seized 367 companies, only one company was listed 

under the CSI, the previously sequestered MCPAC.
71

  

Within a one-year period, the National Charter was declared, and even more 

drastic measures were taken in general.
72

 Consequently, more sequestration orders were 

issued, ultimately affecting some shareholders of two of the biggest privately-owned 

film studios in Egypt, namely, Studio al-Ahr m and Studio Na s (or Studio al-N l).
73
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Paradoxically, neither of these studios was put under the authority of the CSI. While the 

management of the former was transferred to the General Organization for the Radio 

and Television (al-Hay’a al-‘ mma lil-idh ‘a wal-talvizyūn), the latter was brought 

under the supervision of the Sequestration Committee (Lajnat al- ir sa),
74

 showcasing, 

perhaps, the state’s inability to handle certain sequestered film properties. These 

random take-overs of cinematic assets might only reflect the lack of advanced planning 

on the part of the Egyptian government. Moreover, the volume of these sequestered 

assets was too restricted to be viewed as an attempt at comprehensive film 

nationalization. In fact, little if any sign did the state show to indicate its inclination 

towards nationalizing the film industry. In ‘Uk sha’s words: 

Until September 1962, when I left the ministry, there was no intention to 

nationalize the cinema nor [was the state] thinking of taking over cinematic 

production, for such a [step] entailed tumbling into countless problems with no 

sense of advanced planning.
75

 

 

Clearly, to Nasser and his regime, there were more pressing issues at stake than 

establishing a monopoly over film production. 

 

E. Conclusion 

 

To recapitulate, the establishment of the public sector in Egyptian cinema 

preceded the creation of public-sector film production. Whereas the former was the 

product of the government’s response to both a new cinematic perception and economic 
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imperatives, the latter was in a way the by-product of the sequestration of Bank Mi r, 

which happened to be the holding company for the MCPAC, including Studio Mi r. 

Both sectors, however, operated under CSI’s purview. To the greatest extent, cinema 

remained primarily Egypt’s “most popular form of urban entertainment” and the state 

acted as such,
76

 tasking CSI with the responsibility of keeping the film industry afloat, 

with a minor, yet growing, interest in the production of quality films. In fact up to 1962, 

the successive waves of nationalization had yet to hit the film industry. Apart from 

coincidental sequestration of a few cinema-related assets, the state had expressed little 

interest in embarking upon film production, limiting its involvement to the sponsorship, 

supervision, financial aid, and occasionally co-production ventures. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE EXPANSION OF THE PUBLIC SECTOR IN EGYPTIAN 

CINEMA, 1963-1966 

 

 

Notwithstanding CSI’s efforts to heal the Egyptian cinema from some of its 

particular ailments, the general socio-political and economic changes that Egypt 

experienced between July 1961 and September 1962 led to the rise of new 

complications, the ramifications of which heavily affected Egyptian cinema and the 

government’s attitude to it. This chapter begins by contesting the prevailing 

misconceptions surrounding the expansion of public-sector film production in order to 

uncover the driving forces behind such a development. The rest of the chapter, first, 

addresses the evolution of the said sector beginning in 1963, and ends with surveying its 

manifold efforts to reinvigorate the film industry up to 1966. 

 

A. Triggers for Change. 

 

1. Prevailing Misconceptions 

 

Perhaps the plurality of explanations surrounding the Egyptian government’s 

resolution to expand public-sector film production might be an indication of how 

multilayered the circumstances culminating in such an eventuality really were. To some 

commentators, this expansion was inevitable in a society undergoing a general process 

of socialist transformation, mostly manifested by sequential waves of nationalization 
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touching almost all sectors of the economy.
1
 Such an argument falls short of plausibility 

for it assumes the expansion of the public sector was predetermined, an automatic result 

of decade-long historical developments. This theory will be repeatedly challenged in 

this thesis; the assumption of inevitability deliberately excludes other possibilities in our 

understanding of the public sector, mainly the impact of unexpected complications 

arising from unforeseen events.
2
 Almost all of the state’s decisions concerning cinema 

affairs, including the establishment of CSI in 1957 and its reorganization in 1960, were 

not part of a preplanned, purely ideologically-driven strategy, but rather pragmatic, 

somewhat experimental, responses to the many ramifications of the ever-changing 

socio-political and economic realities that Egypt was witnessing at the time. 

Other historians and film critics give precedence to predetermined ideological 

factors in their analyses, which they ground in Nasser’s declaration about the necessity 

of placing the intended Egyptian cultural revolution “at the service of the political and 

social revolution.”3
 According to this view, in order to achieve the purpose of being 

“hostile to imperialism, hostile to feudalism, hostile to the domination and dictatorship 

of capitalism, hostile to all forms of exploitation,” cinema ought to be brought under the 

wing of the state.
4
 To make this possible, as these scholars reasoned, the state had to 

nationalize the film industry and take control of its modes of production but also its 
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content and general philosophical assumptions, by means of a “socialism dictated from 

above,”5
 if not as “part of an overall plan to move Egyptian society in a new direction,”6

 

then to freely “use the cinema as a propaganda tool,”7
 or at the minimum to keep it “out 

of hands hostile to government policies.”8
 To challenge these arguments is difficult, for 

the cinema was indeed expected to play a role in conveying ideological messages and 

promoting socialist philosophies. In the words of al  Abū Sayf, the prominent film 

director who also happened to be the chairman of one of the public-sector film 

production companies:  

Now that the revolution has expressed in the National Charter a global vision 

of history and of the future in a solid revolutionary context, it is imperative to 

[realize] how [feeble] our films are on the analytical and political level. It is 

now the task of the state to create, [on] the basis of the [National] Charter, a 

mature cinematographic world where man’s struggle against fatal social 

conditions and his striving to change his destiny are expressed.
9  

 

 

Nonetheless, all of these commentators base their analyses on the presumed assertion 

that the film industry was nationalized. In so doing, they fail to realize that, unlike other 
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Egyptian economic sectors, ‘socializing’ the film industry did not ensue from or require 

systematic nationalization, the centerpiece of Nasser’s socialist agenda. To put it 

plainly, in order for a state to be able to control the modes of production of any 

industry, it has to either own or manage a significant volume of that industry’s assets 

and personnel, monopolize the distribution of the product or the supply of raw material, 

or tighten its grip over the private sector. In the case of the film industry in Egypt, 

neither requisite was fulfilled. The state never showed any inclination to 

comprehensively control the film industry in its entirety nor did it, except perhaps 

implicitly, target the film private sector, which continued to own the majority of 

cinematic resources.
10

 Quite the contrary, the public sector was supposed to establish 

and maintain a trusting relationship with the private sector, to which, incidentally, it 

continued to provide services.
11

   

Perhaps the expansion of public-sector film production was somehow the 

outcome of a general drift towards socialism on part of the government, but to 

recognize ideological factors, however, as the sole driving force behind such an 

expansion is simply misleading, if not erroneous. Besides, cinema was never the 

Egyptian government’s preferred means of mass mobilization, not even the second. 

Before exploiting the cinema for its propagandistic potentials, the state had to first 

develop the infrastructure of the film industry to make it more accessible for a far wider 

audience. It makes no sense for a state in times of economic and political turbulence to 
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embark on a complex and expensive program of politicizing films that rarely reached 

rural areas and were, more often than not, banned in a number of Arab countries,
12

 at a 

time when it had absolute control over the radio and television, which incidentally were 

much easier to manage, less costly, more effective and far-reaching.
13

  

Another cause for presumed state take-over of the film industry was thought to 

be artistic and intellectual considerations. The film industry, it was claimed, was 

“drowning in the muddy waters of money, capitalism … and intellectual 

backwardness,”14
 forcing the state to intervene and reverse further artistic decline.

15
 

Albeit somewhat plausible, this explanation is tainted by exaggeration. Although voices 

calling for better quality and more artistically oriented Egyptian films did arise, 

apparently they were not loud enough to drown other concerns and convince 

Mu ammad ‘Abdul Q dir tim, the new Minister of Culture and National Guidance 

who was appointed in late 1962, and other cineastes to perceive film primarily as an art 

form.
16

 Even after the expansion of public-sector film production, discussed in 
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following sections, filmmaking was still expected to be profitable and cinema never 

ceased to be regarded as being, above all, other than a profit-making entertainment 

business. A necessary expectation of any film produced by the public sector was to, as a 

minimum, cover its costs of production.
17

 To be sure, the leadership of the public sector 

did favor films with a socialist drift and certain aesthetical standards; nevertheless, there 

was never any doubt about this sector’s additional, but equally crucial, raison d'être—

potentially contributing to national economic development.
18

 

By giving emphasis solely to the aforementioned powerful ideological or artistic 

factors in their analyses of the expansion of the public sector, these critics tended to 

overlook, or perhaps ignore, the significant role of other key elements. For reasons 

discussed below, it becomes conceivable to view economic imperatives as a central 

propelling factor behind the state’s inclination for more involvement in cinema affairs. 

 

2. Economic Imperatives: At the Heart of Change 
 

To begin with, political tension between Egypt and other neighboring countries 

started to grow in the early 1960s. Iraq was the first Arab country to ban the importation 

of Egyptian films, followed shortly by Syria after the dissolution of the U.A.R.
19

 This 

practice of boycotting Egyptian cinema spread to other countries when the governments 

of Jordan, Tunisia and Morocco, deeply concerned about the implicit political content 
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that some Egyptian films might contain, followed suit.
20

 As a result, the number of 

exported copies of Egyptian films dropped from 1115 in 1959 to 744 in 1963.
21

 Because 

sixty percent of the Egyptian film industry’s revenues came in hard currency from the 

Arab markets, this ban, naturally, had a dramatic impact on the film distribution sector 

in Egypt.
22

 Driven by fear of inevitable bankruptcy, a large number of foreign and 

Egyptian distributors shut down their offices in Egypt only to relocate to Beirut, making 

the latter, though for a very short period of time, the distribution hub of the Middle 

East.
23

 The direct repercussion of these relocations was unmistakably a diminishing 

cash flow that limited available capital for distribution advances, the oldest and most 

common method of funding film production in Egypt.
24

 Prior to filming, producers 

relied heavily on cash subsidies provided by distributors with the stipulation that all 

these advances would later be reimbursed from the film’s revenues, otherwise the film’s 

copyright ownership would remain in the hands of the distributor.
25

 This was a formula 
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that not only empowered the distribution sector at the expense of other sectors, it also 

held the economic development of the film industry hostage to the big distribution 

networks, the end result being the placement of Egyptian cineastes at the mercy of 

businessmen.  

Another victim of these changing circumstances was the exhibition sector, for 

distributors were also in charge of importing foreign films and selling them to theatre 

owners. When these distribution companies relocated, the least fortunate of theatre 

owners lost their main suppliers, finding themselves short of material to screen, and 

before long out of business.
26

 Others, who were audacious, or maybe desperate enough, 

to defy the law, resorted to illegal means of trade such as smuggling films in and out of 

Egypt to keep their businesses running,
27

 potentially causing the state to lose a hefty 

sum of tax revenues from film importation and exportation.
28

 Furthermore, television 

was introduced in Egypt in 1960, immediately becoming the primary source of family 

entertainment. As a result, the movie attendance dropped dramatically from 1960 

onwards, negatively affecting the exhibition sector, which plummeted from 400 cinema 

houses in 1960 to 298 in 1963.
29

 Within a one-year period between 1961 and 1962, the 

subsectors of the Egyptian film industry, like a falling row of dominoes, crumpled one 

after another.  As the volume of exhibition houses shrank and the number of 
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moviegoers decreased (and vice versa), the less profitable the films became and the 

fewer funds invested, leading to a considerable stagnation in film production.
30

  

Many of those who were not affected by the lack of cash flow but alarmed by 

the colossal political changes in the country rushed to liquidate their assets in fear of 

being sequestered,
31

 while others prospered in the absence of competition, thus 

succeeding in establishing a quasi-monopoly over continuing, but anemic, film 

production. This kind of control aimed first and foremost to garner commercial success, 

encouraging the expansion of an existing star system, which entailed the selection of 

only famous actors, directors, and conventional plots. Consequently, this only deprived 

less known cineastes, who formed the majority of film professionals, of the opportunity 

to find a decent job,
32

 eventually leading to another wave of cineastes fleeing the 

country, seeking opportunities abroad.
33

 

As a result of all these transformations, the Egyptian film industry found itself 

suffering its worst recession since its inception in the early twentieth-century, pushing 

the cineastes to raise their voices in protest.
34

 While some sought help from the state in 

hopes of sparing the national film industry more humiliation and degeneration, others, it 

was claimed, had ulterior, and somewhat more personal, motives for exhorting the state 
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to interfere.
35

 It was in the benefit of those who were not making profit anymore or 

were drowning in debt that the state would take over particular film companies, thus 

availing themselves of a convenient opportunity to escape monetary burdens.
36

 To these 

restive voices the state listened, but what encouraged the latter to oblige was its own 

interests in having a thriving film industry. On top of all the pressing issues that were at 

stake at the time, it was obvious that the Egyptian government could not afford to lose 

another source of income. Previous policies of supervision and sponsorship were no 

longer tenable. The government felt it necessary to take more drastic measures to 

expand its control over the various modes of production, with a view to get the stagnant 

film industry moving.  

A point here should be made, by fostering such an extremely interventionist film 

policy, the state was to a certain extent trying to save face. A rising socialist regime 

promising in its National Charter to offer all of its citizens “the right to secure the job 

that suits educational background, abilities and interests,” 37
 could not have possibly 

tolerated a relatively high rate of unemployment in any industry, let alone the film 

industry.
38

 Even more so, at the basis of both the socialist laws of 1961 and the National 

Charter of May 1962 was an urge to reclaim the forces of production from “parasitic 

exploitation,” most probably pushing the government to find new means to secure 

enough cash flow to liberate the film industry from the control of the large private 
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companies.
39

 For all of the abovementioned reasons, the state expanded the public 

sector in Egyptian cinema, becoming a producer, a distributor, an exhibitor, and 

sometimes, a spectator as well.
40

 

 

B. The Birth of a New Era of State Involvement in the Film Industry.  
 

But control over all the tools of production does not mean the 

nationalization of all the means of production, the abolition of private 

ownership, or interference with the rights of inheritance.
41

 

 

Thus spoke President Nasser in May1962 as he discussed the National Charter 

of the U.A.R. Indeed, by establishing the General Egyptian Institution for Cinema, 

Radio and Television (al-Mu’assasa al-mi rīyya al-‘ mma lil-sīnima wal-’idh ‘a wal-

talvizyūn – hereafter GEICRT) on 6 January 1963,
42

 the state was aiming to claim 

considerable control of the film industry’s modes of production with a view to 

reinvigorating an industry in jeopardy, rather than nationalizing the said industry in its 

entirety.
43

 Before embarking on telling the story of the GEICRT, it should be stated 
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plainly that the film industry, as it existed, was not nationalized in 1963, contrary to oft-

repeated claims. To be absolutely clear, the Egyptian government never established a 

complete control of all aspects of filmmaking nor had it the intention to do so in the first 

place; the orders for sequestration of cinema-related assets were too sporadic and 

unplanned to imply the existence of a state ideologically motivated strategy aimed at 

comprehensively nationalizing all the various sectors of national film industry. 

Moreover, throughout the public sector’s experiment, the volume of state-owned and 

state-managed properties did not exceed thirty percent of all Egyptian cinematic assets, 

the rest remaining in private hands.
44

 A more accurate version of what took place as of 

6 January 1963, the presumed birthdate of film “nationalization” in Egypt, will reveal 

how a relatively modest public, and in so many ways experimental, institution known as 

the CSI was merely expanded into the GEICRT, another public institution but one in 

charge of three different means of mass communication, of which perhaps cinema was 

the junior partner.
45

 Because radio and television matters fall outside the scope of this 

thesis, only decisions governing cinema affairs will be the object of analysis.  

Unlike the socialist laws of July 1961, Decree 48 of 1963 creating the GEICRT 

did not employ the usual terms of “nationalization,” “sequestration,” “expropriation” or 
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“confiscation;” instead the key term used was the somewhat benign “incorporation” 

(indim j) of the CSI into the GEICRT.
46

 Nevertheless, maintaining that the terms 

employed did not evoke any form of nationalization should not undermine GEICRT’s 

distinctiveness, nor negate the fact that it inaugurated a new vigorous stage of state 

involvement in the film industry. 

Though very analogous in outer form and administrative structure, a closer 

examination would reveal that not only did the CSI and the GEICRT differ in essence, 

but also their raisons d'être were on different ends of the scale. To begin with the 

essential similarities, in their quest to raise artistic and professional cinematic standards, 

encourage the exhibition of Egyptian films at home and abroad, as well as secure loans, 

financial aid, and offer prizes for serious projects, the GEICRT and the CSI were 

identical.
47

 Both, indeed, came into being at a time when the film industry was in dire 

need of assistance.  As for the differences, while CSI’s rules predicated the receipt of 

financial aid to the production of films that “fall in line with the state planning 

policy,”48
 still GEICRT’s regulations closely linked its annual production plan with the 

laws of supply and demand.
49

 Clearly, economic considerations played a decisive role 
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in Egypt’s film policy, much to the chagrin of former Minister of Culture and National 

Guidance, Tharwat ‘Uk sha, who viewed the cinema primarily as belonging to the 

cultural sphere and warned of the dreadful impact that would result from subjecting art 

to business or ideological considerations, as it appeared to be the case for the radio and 

television.
50

 This particular understanding of the role of the cinema was not shared by 

the succeeding minister Mu ammad ‘Abdul Q dir tim, which might explain, to some 

degree, this shift in the ministry’s film policy under the latter’s purview. In fact, under 

tim, the GEICRT was to become an institution preoccupied with financial 

concerns,
51

 not the least of which was the requirement that GEICRT should generate 

enough income to cover expenses and capital costs,
52

 a stipulation that was overlooked 

later on. Moreover, by providing it with a separate “juridical personality,”53
 the 

Egyptian government bestowed on the GEICRT the right to instigate litigations, enter 

contracts, incur debts, sign agreements, and own property.
54

 The flip side of this 
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arrangement was that the state could no longer shield the GEICRT from legal liability, 

making the latter susceptible to lawsuits.
55

 As a consequence, in theory at least, the 

GEICRT was no longer a non-profit service public institution, financially dependent on 

or legally protected by the state as the CSI had been, instead it was an institution in 

which fiscal responsibility was at a premium. Although still a public body it answered 

to the same higher authority as before, in part, operating as an autonomous holding 

company that was meant to run strictly along economic lines.
56

  

What markedly differentiated the GEICRT from the CSI was the former’s wide 

range of capacities, allowing it to “execute industrial and commercial projects […], 

initiating commercial distribution of its products [as well as products of other 

companies],” and “establishing, buying, exploiting, or renting studios and exhibition 

houses […].”57
 Combined together, these newly introduced provisions marked more 

direct state involvement, gradually fostering an omnipresent, expansionist state role in 

film industry. From merely a supporter of non-profit seeking film industry, the GEICRT 

deliberately and self-consciously became a key film producer aiming at exploiting 

revenues to finance further projects. In this sense, it becomes conceivable to view the 

emergence of the GEICRT, in light of its recent financial structure and constraints, not 

as a logical continuation of previous cinematic trends, rather as a breakaway from 

existing operating patterns.  
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In line with this change of priorities went a change of funding sources and 

modes of production. In the hopes of arming itself with the appropriate means to 

achieve the highly ambitious and costly above-mentioned objectives, the GEICRT was 

to exploit the capital of the MCPAC and Studio Mi r, along with other companies that 

were to be determined by a presidential decree.
58

 By such power vested in it, the 

GEICRT was able to dissolve and liquidate the MCPAC, only to replace it by other 

companies, each of which was tasked with a distinct mission.
59

 In a matter of few 

weeks, the GEICRT had become a bureaucratically-run, vertically-integrated film 

production company, not only capable of producing, distributing and exhibiting films, 

but enthusiastically willing to plunge into the murky field of film production. That a 

long leap forward beyond the state’s initial and cautious plan for the cinema had 

occurred is evidenced in ‘Uk sha’s memoirs: 

From an attempt to raise the status of the cinema whilst still in the hands of its 

private owners and without any direct interference from the state, except for the 

occasional participation in co-production or the production of a small number of 

good quality films, the plan changed upside down to constitute [direct 

involvement] in production, distribution, and exhibition; this philosophy [was] 

completely different from what I had envisioned in this respect.
60

 

 

Thus when Decree 48 of 1963 was announced, it came as a surprise, for it was not in 

consonance with previous state film policies represented by the CSI, which had limited 

its role to encouraging, sponsorship and carefully selected co-production projects. Even 

more, the hasty manner in which the GEICRT was established manifested a sense of 

urgency on the part of the Egyptian government.  
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C. The Public Sector Expanded: To the Rescue. 

 

On 14 January 1963, only eight days after the establishment of the GEICRT, its 

board of directors, chaired by al  ‘ mr and with Naguib Mahfouz and director 

A mad Badrakh n as its consultants,
61

 oversaw the creation of four separate companies. 

With the intention to produce feature films, the General Company for Arab Film 

Production – Filmontage (al-Sharika al-‘ mma lil-int j al-sīnim ’ī al-‘arabī) was 

created, operating under the supervision of filmmakers al  Abū Sayf and ilm  Rafla. 

As for the business of co-production, the GEICRT established the General Company for 

International Film Production – Coprofilm (al-Sharika al-‘ mma lil-int j al-sīnim ’ī al-

’ lamī), whose chairman Mu ammad ayfūr shortly announced its primary objective—

attracting the attention of great international film producers.
 62

 Right after their 

establishment, both Filmontage and Coprofilm eagerly confronted such issues as the 

unemployment and relocation of film professionals by employing as many professionals 

as possible, purchasing scripts and film plots to be adapted for the big screen, and 

signing numerous film deals with cineastes from the private sector with a view to start 

early production.
63
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The third company to be created by the GEICRT was the General Company for 

Studios (al-Sharika al-‘ mma lil-studiūh t) that was tasked with running Studio Mi r, 

developing the infrastructure of the old studios as well as buying and building new 

ones. In addition to acquiring Studio Mi r and Studio al-Ahr m, the General Company 

for Studios purchased Studio Gal l from the actress-producer Mary Qu ny and Studio 

Na s from the relevant Sequestration Committee.
64

 Furthermore, in response to the 

cineastes’ complaints about the high production costs, the rising prices of film stock, the 

increase in plateau rents, and the lack of sound tapes and special lighting equipment,
65

 

the cornerstone of a new ‘Cinema City’ was laid by ‘Abdul Q dir tim in G za as 

compensation to include studios and factories, mostly to start manufacturing cinematic 

equipment and raw material locally, and partly to attract international directors and 

producers to choose Egypt as their films’ set location.66
  

Finally, the GEICRT established the General Company for Film Distribution 

and Exhibition (al-Sharika al-‘ mma li tawzī‘ wa ‘arḍ al-afl m) to supervise the 

purchase and construction of new movie theatres.
67

 As a first measure, the state 

transferred the management of previously sequestered exhibition houses to the General 

Company for Film Distribution and Exhibition.
68

 This company, it was suggested, 

allegedly aimed at constructing 4000 movie theatres, one theatre for every village, in an 
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effort to “generalize socialist entertainment and culture.”69
 Such a figure is most 

probably an exercise in exaggeration attesting to GEICRT’s over-enthusiasm rather than 

a building program that it meant to fulfill. Indeed, at that stage, the GEICRT can be 

criticized only for being too ambitious, almost blinding itself from seeing beyond its 

own tunnel vision. 

As a result of these actions, the total amount of salaries paid out to GEICRT’s 

employees increased from £E 29,000 in 1962 to £E 118,000 in 1963, and, if ‘Uk sha is 

to be believed, to £E 1,939,000 in 1964.
70

 Not to dismiss ‘Uk sha’s figures as 

farfetched, this huge rise of salaries might become plausible only if they included as 

well the wages given to actors, directors, scriptwriters and other film professionals 

commissioned by the GEICRT on a contractual basis. Suggested as it was, the GEICRT 

succeeded in reviving the film industry, dodging the escalation of one adverse 

situation—unemployment and stagnation—only to get caught up in the labyrinth of 

another, namely, liquidity deficit.
71

 

The hurried fashion in which these four companies were created left little if any 

room for advanced planning or enough time for the GEICRT to raise sufficient capital,
72

 

hampering its future operations by undercapitalization, which happened to be the case 
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for the entire public sector.
73

 GEICRT’s budget for the year 1963 was spent on 

refurbishing and developing the film infrastructure, leaving little or no money for actual 

film production.
74

 Because the GEICRT was consistently trying to up-date the 

necessary tools for production, it bought the above-mentioned studios without any asset 

valuation, unknowingly paying much more for what was basically considered as dead or 

useless assets—either not functioning properly or in desperate need of up-grading.
75

 

This, of course, added to GEICRT’s financial burden, for it felt obligated to renovate 

and equip these studios, along with the exhibition houses, with up-to-date machines 

before initiating film production. It comes, therefore, as no surprise that by the end of 

1963, Filmontage, in spite of the number of scripts it paid advances for, had only 

produced three feature films, two of which had basically the same plot; Ma mūd 

Dhūlfiq r’s The Soft Hands (al-Aydī al-n ‘ima, starring Sab  and A mad Maẓhar), 

Mu ammad S lim’s musical film Cairo at Night (al-Q hira fi al-layl, starring Sab , 

Sh dya, and F yza A mad), and the latter’s remake Utmost Joy (Muntaha al-fara , 

featuring Sab , Sh dya, Mu ammad ‘Abdul Wah b, Far d al-A rash, Najwa Fu d and 

F yza A mad as themselves). Interestingly, the heading, “[Filmontage] presents the 

greatest cinematic event,” was boldly positioned at the top of the Utmost Joy’s poster, 

referring probably to the wide selection of big names in hopes of attracting large 

number of moviegoers. Indeed, the reception of these films helped the GEICRT to 
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identify weaknesses in its initial programme.
76

 For instance, The Soft Hands remained 

in theatres for seven consecutive weeks, outlasting all other films in 1963, however, its 

box office revenues paradoxically did not exceed £E 11,000, a relatively very low turn-

over.
77

 Taking into consideration that an average film’s budget in the mid 1960s 

roughly estimated to £E 25,000, it becomes reasonable to speculate that The Soft Hands 

was not commercially successful,
78

 most probably for reasons that have to do with the 

number and kind of theatres in which it was projected. It did not escape GEICRT’s 

attention that this required, first, a re-evaluation of its existing distribution plan, and 

then an immediate action to increase the number of its movie theatres. In order to 

increase its films’ revenues, the GEICRT had to improve its distribution sector, expand 

its exhibition capacity, and bisect its production division into two separate entities, one 

in charge of making low-budget, profit-making films or ones to be sold to the television 

sector (known as B-Films) and the other responsible for the production of good quality 

films (A-Films). Such a GEICRT modus operandi suggests the prevalence of a 

pragmatic approach to solving problems, based on a trial-and-error method of learning, 

as it appeared to be the case for other sectors of the Egyptian economy.  

It is not possible, in this thesis, to list all of GEICRT’s efforts to further expand 

the parameters of the public sector, only the most important ones will be the subject of 

analysis. In 1963, the GEICRT sponsored the formation of the Scriptwriting Institute 
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(Ma‘had al-sin ryū), hiring respected writers and scriptwriters such Yūsuf Idr s, An s 

Man ūr, James Hetz, ‘Al  al-Zurq n , ilm  al m and al  ‘Izz al-D n to lecture and 

train students to become professional scriptwriters.
79

 This arrangement came as a 

reaction to the shortage of scriptwriters, a large number of whom left Egypt.
80

 

Furthermore, in mid 1964, the General Company for Distribution and Exhibition 

resumed relations with international distribution companies especially after the 

GEICRT took over three of the most prestigious film companies in Egypt, the Eastern 

Company for the Cinema (al-Sharika al-sharqīyya lil-sīnima),
81

 Dollar Film, and the 

Orient Company (Sharikat al-Sharq).
82

 This resulted, first, in the partial eradication of 

the control that some private distributors exerted on Egyptian cineastes, and second, the 

importation of a considerable number of foreign films which were to be screened at a 

number of newly built or renovated state-owned exhibition houses.
83

 Additionally, 

cinematic delegations were sent to Baghdad, Beirut, and Rabat, among other cities, in 

an effort to reopen Arab markets for Egyptian film.
84

 Coprofilm, under the direction of 

cineaste Fat  Ibr h m, also invigorated international film co-productions in Egypt by 
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initiating its first co-productions with Italy and France, while negotiating with Algeria, 

Greece, India, Jordan, Kuwait and Lebanon for potential collaboration.
85

  

From 1964 onwards, the GEICRT persevered in its mission to upgrade and 

modernize the infrastructure of the film industry. A new public production company 

was created by the GEICRT under the name of Cairo Company for the Cinema 

(Sharikat al-q hira lil-sīnima) to produce committed or directed films (afl m h difa). A 

few months later, the General Company for Film Distribution and Exhibition was split 

into two companies, the General Company for Film Exhibition (al-Sharika al- mma li 

dūr al-‘arḍ) and the General Company for Film Distribution (al-Sharika al- mma li 

tawzī‘ al-afl m), increasing the number of GEICRT’s film companies from four to six.86
 

By early 1965, the recently created General Company for Film Exhibition had 

purchased the entire first degree exhibition houses in Cairo from the Sequestration 

Committee
87

 and built four theatres in four different villages amounting to 58 state-run 

theatres in total, while signing a five-year plan entailing the construction of one hundred 

theatres in various rural areas.
88

 With a view to ameliorating the quality of film scripts, 

a writing bureau was established by the GEICRT to be run by two respected writers 

Sa‘d Mak w  and ‘Abdul Rahm n al-Sharq w  with the intention of evaluating scripts 

before purchasing them.
89

 In a campaign targeting the long-established star system, 
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while also paving the path for new aspiring scriptwriters, GEICRT’s production 

companies were prohibited to buy the copyright of more than one novel annually from 

anyone, regardless of who and how famous they were.
90

 Also, filmmakers and 

scriptwriters were restricted to no more than three public-sector films per year.
91

 This 

series of developments continued and peaked in 1966, and by taking certain procedures 

such as bestowing on Coprofilm the exclusive right to import and distribute foreign 

films in Egypt,
 92

 the GEICRT was proceeding forward with its plans to rescue Egyptian 

cinema.  

 

D. Conclusion 

 

The wide variety of responsibilities that the GEICRT undertook shortly after its 

establishment, and most importantly, the trial-and-error manner in which it pursued 

some of its tasks, might conceivably be construed more as an immediate response to 

pressing concerns than a well-studied plan to eliminate the growing problems of the 

film industry. The state’s initial mission was to tackle the issues of unemployment and 

cash flow deficiency, both of which were successfully resolved. In so doing, the state 

single-handedly revived a threatened industry, but inevitably generated unexpected 

problems, to be discussed in the following chapter. Among the relatively large number 

of films produced by Filmontage and Cairo Company for the Cinema between 1963 and 
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1966 that stood at fifty-seven, only a handful were critically acclaimed and some were 

commercially successful,
93

 understandably a result of the hasty but prompt action plan. 

As for the content of some of these films, it was clear that social realist features started 

to appear, addressing such issues as poverty, labor, corruption, and social injustice,
94

 

problems that the Nasserist regime was trying to tackle as well.  Not surprisingly, the 

total amount of income that the public-sector films generated was insufficient for the 

finance of other films, leading the GEICRT to consume capital reserves, secure state 

subsidies and undergo further re-organizations, all now conceivable because it was, 

after all, a kind of state adventure.  
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CHAPTER IV 

THE END OF THE PUBLIC SECTOR IN EGYPTIAN 

CINEMA, 1966-1971 

 

 

 Through steady and effective endeavors, the GEICRT achieved its primary 

purpose for existence—the revival of a dying national film industry. Since its inception 

in 1963, the GEICRT had begun to expand its parameters to include an increasing 

volume of film assets in a palpable effort to eliminate film stagnation and, as a 

byproduct, reduce overall unemployment in the country. This expansion was discussed 

in the previous chapter, which also showcased how, between 1963 and 1966, the 

GEICRT responded quickly to mounting and, more often than not, unexpected 

problems. Because such challenging issues, both old and recent, required immediate 

action, GEICRT’s modes of operation were understandably pragmatic, making it more 

difficult and impractical to follow a set plan of action; hence, the drift towards an ever-

changing but reactive film policy. From initially aspiring to maximize revenues in order 

to contribute to national economic welfare to eventually securing loans to persevere its 

being, GEICRT’s priorities revealed greater ambition. Its ultimate objective, however, 

remained unaltered; to rescue an industry in jeopardy, a mission that the GEICRT 

single-handedly and consciously undertook.   

 While fairly efficient at grappling with impediments that required prompt 

attention, the GEICRT did not embark on tackling systemic problems. Instead it had to 

attend to a host of cinema-related difficulties. This is where this chapter begins. The 
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following sections subsequently address the downsizing policy adopted by the state in 

1966 to counter difficulties in the management of the cinema sector, only to have it 

modified in the wake of the Naksa in 1967. For the first and probably last time, 

ideological considerations were exceptionally given higher priority in state film policy 

over economic imperatives, manifested in a noticeable change in the political discourse 

of both Egyptian cinema and the public media at large. The outcome of such a 

transformation was the ascendancy of a short-lived, politically critical national cinema. 

With the launching of Anwar al-Sadat’s Corrective Movement (al- araka al-

ta ī īyya) in 1971, which basically aimed at dismantling the Nasserist experiment 

including the public sector in general, both this chapter and the story of public-sector 

film production reach an end.     

 

A. A Struggling GEICRT: Between Inherent Problems, External Problems and 

Unexpected Complications.  

1. Internal Problems 
 

When addressing problems that the GEICRT inherited from the past and which 

dramatically affected present operations, only one specific issue stands out as being the 

most crucial and menacing of all, namely the prevalence of a profit-oriented mentality 

in the film industry.
1
 In order to comprehend the actual threat posed by such a mindset 

on the progress of the public sector in Egyptian cinema, it would be essential to look 

back to the origins and subsequent evolution of this mentality. Since its beginning in the 

twentieth century, the film industry had been, and probably still is, commercial in 

orientation, concentrating exclusively on the seeming entertainment needs of the film-
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going public, composed overwhelmingly of the laboring and middle classes seeking 

consolation in the make-belief world of films.
2
 In his book The Cinema, first published 

in 1936, Egyptian director A mad Badrakh n, who later became chief consultant of 

GEICRT in 1963, explained what he regarded as the essence of Egyptian popular 

cinema, clearly romantic in nature: 

Love is the basis of all scripts […]. Love in cinema is simpler than in novels 

and plays: no psychological analysis, no conflict of conscience, none of this. 

All that is required is a rivalry between two men who love the same woman, or 

two women who vie for the love of one man, and this is what a film can best 

show […]. A good story takes place in a location with beautiful scenery or in 
splendid houses, and entails the emergence of sudden or natural obstacles that 

threaten the protagonists’ happiness and endanger their lives. However, it is 

much better if they are able to overcome [these difficulties] in the end.
3
 

  

According to film critic Sam r Far d, this book was regarded as the constitution of 

Egyptian cinema,
4
 introducing a formula, heavily influenced by Hollywood, that 

producers, filmmakers, scriptwriters and distributors consistently followed in order to 

guarantee commercial success. Films challenging this formula, for example K mil al-

Tilims n ’s The Black Market (al-Sūq al-sawd ’, 1945), though critically acclaimed, 

were, not surprisingly, box office failures. A possible reason for this, if Badrakh n’s 

explanation is taken into account, lies in the fact that the viewing public “does not like 

to see the world in which it lives. On the contrary, [it] aspires to see a [magic] world 
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that can only be found in fiction.”5
 Added to that equation is the dominance of private 

capital in the film industry. The essential tools and necessary resources for film 

production were predominantly in the hands of foreigners and local entrepreneurs who 

were largely seeking to maximize profit. This being the case, it is only logical that naïve 

comedies, romantic melodramas, and musicals brimming with belly dancers, all of 

which resulted in a high turn-over, prevailed on the big screen. Notwithstanding efforts 

made by al‘at arb, the founder of Bank Mi r, to foster the birth of a national cinema 

by establishing Studio Mi r and the Mi r Company for Performance Arts and the 

Cinema, the film industry remained at the mercy of foreign investors. Paradoxically, 

this was regarded the Egyptian cinema’s first Golden Age, occurred “at least 

financially, when movie-going became the most popular form of urban entertainment in 

Egypt and much the rest of the region,” 6
 eventually making Cairo “Hollywood on the 

Nile.”7 
The protracted exposure to this type of commercial cinema, imported or locally 

produced, gradually shaped the mentality of both Egyptian filmmakers and spectators to 

perceive films primarily as a form of entertainment and, more probably, escapism.
8
 

 Even after the Free Officers’ Revolution succeeded in abolishing the 

constitutional monarchy of King F rūq and ending the British occupation of Egypt in 

1952, Egyptian cinema was not transformed into a kind of revolutionary cinema, one 
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that recognized “the most gigantic cultural, scientific, and artistic manifestation of our 

time, […] the decolonization of culture.”9
 Nor did the Egyptian cineastes follow in the 

footsteps of their Indian counterparts, who roughly around the same time India took its 

independence in 1947, launched the Parallel Cinema as an alternative to the mainstream 

dance-and-song commercial Hindi cinema (known today as Bollywood).
10

 It appears as 

if the received commercial conventions of filmmaking were so deeply rooted in the 

minds of Egyptians that neither the cineastes nor the viewing public were eager to break 

away from the long-established system or experience a new brand of cinematic 

language.
11

 When the post-revolutionary regime replaced the censorship law of 1947 

with a more general and less restrictive one in 1955,
12

 many filmmakers continued to 

consciously, or maybe unconsciously, avoid topics or scenes that were previously 

prohibited by law—as is clearly evident in the films of that time-period.
13

 The fact that 
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these cineastes were subjected to fifty years of a politically detached and privately 

funded type of cinema could be, perhaps, viewed as the origin of this particular practice 

of self-censorship.
14

 However, the apparent lack of commitment on the part of Egyptian 

film professionals, in the sense that they did not wholeheartedly commit themselves to 

the mission of the revolution in decrying all forms of imperialism, should not be simply 

overlooked when critically analyzing Egyptian cinema.
15

 It is not possible for a state to 

create, on its own, a cinematic movement that reflects social and political developments 

without the cineastes’ approbation.16
 As long as Egyptian cineastes were held hostage to 

private capital and placed at the mercy of businessmen, they were incapable of 

thoroughly rejecting the capitalist system or openly challenging ingrained conventions. 

Fearing the shortage of funds, even more, the disdain of viewers, filmmakers willingly 

continued to apply Badrakh n’s formula for commercial success, replacing traditional 

melodramas with “revolutionary melodramas.”17
 Thus, in the first years that followed 
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the revolution, Egyptian cinema remained true to its original non-committal, profit-

seeking nature. 

 Beginning, however, with the establishment of the public sector in Egyptian 

cinema in 1957, represented first by the CSI and then by the GEICRT from 1963 

onwards, attempts were made to encourage the production of quality films that cohered 

to a certain political and aesthetic program. Clearly, the economic, cultural, and 

ideological benefits of having a vigorous cinema sector had begun to be recognized by 

the state, propelling the creation of sustainable public film institutions. As a result of a 

brief cinematic awakening in the late 1950s, the Minister of Culture and National 

Guidance, Tharwat ‘Uk sha, founded the Higher Institute for the Cinema ultimately to 

serve as an incubator for next-generation film professionals, who were meant to be 

“responsible for the relative homogeneity and continuity of Egyptian filmmaking.”18
 

Irrespective of these initiatives, the public sector was not able to liberate the film 

industry from the entrenched, traditional profit-conscious mindset. Indeed, apart from a 

few individual endeavors reflecting a drift towards a more realistic cinematic 

representation of Egyptian society,
19

 the models of production, distribution and 

exhibition never ceased to follow those of mainstream Hollywood cinema, depending 

heavily on the existence of a star system and the re-projection of stale plots.
20
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2. External Problems 
 

 The situation became more complex, and seemingly more dangerous, as the 

commercial mentality started to feed upon external problems, and vice versa. The 

administration of the public sector embarked on improving the quality of films by 

means of securing loans for serious films that were deemed artistically promising or 

could steer the audience in the socialist direction. The countervailing response to this 

development, however, came from a group of external distributors who created an 

alternative distribution society in Beirut, the General Organization for Distributors (al-

Jam‘īyya al-‘ mma lil-muwazi‘īn) in 1963, aiming at financing Egyptian private film 

professionals with the intention of sustaining a type of shallow cinema not that different 

from those produced under the ancient regime.
21

 Furthermore, although the GEICRT 

had tried tirelessly to resume the exportation of Egyptian films to Arab markets, not all 

of the Arab governments were cooperative. The establishment of the GEICRT 

coincided on one hand with the creation of similar institutions in Iraq, Syria, Algeria, 

and Tunisia,
22

 and on the other hand with the rise of other national cinemas in 

neighboring and friendly markets such as Iran and Turkey.
23

 The governments of these 
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countries, now promoting and expanding their own national film production, decreased 

their intake of foreign films, including Egyptian films.
24

 If statistics were to be believed, 

Egypt did not export any film to Tunisia, Algeria or Morocco in 1965, while the number 

of its exports to Syria dropped from 54 in 1961 to 19 in 1965, from 74 to 53 in 

Lebanon, 99 to 24 in Gaza, 58 to 32 in Jordan, 127 to 67 in Libya, and from 69 to 25 in 

the Sudan.
25

 To translate these numbers into words, this drop in the number of exported 

films, which historically used to amount to 60% of the total revenue of Egyptian film 

production, might plausibly explain the financial failure of some public-sector 

initiatives—a factor that, surprisingly, is not taken into consideration in the existing 

literature. 

 

3. Recent Complications 
 

 Combined together, this inherited mindset and external problems were ample to 

stir up a crisis in the film industry, but adding to them new complications arising from 

recent measures, the situation inexorably exploded. When ‘Abdul Q dir tim 

succeeded ‘Uk sha in late 1962 as the Minister of Culture and National Guidance, their 

different understandings of the cinema became evident, particularly in their dissimilar 

attitude to the film industry. Whereas ‘Uk sha regarded the cinema as a great art form 

conveying a cultural and educational message,
26

 tim, who prioritized radio and 
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television over cinema, still perceived the latter as a mere communication instrument, 

reliant for its success on the production of films rendering to the presumed tastes of the 

Egyptian public.
27

 Apart from this, the socio-political and economic transformations 

that Egypt was experiencing at the time tim was appointed drove him to take more 

drastic and interventionist actions than his predecessor. Shortly after the creation of the 

GEICRT, tim began actual public film production, which in fact ignited an eight-year 

debilitating competition between an anxious private sector and an ambitious public 

sector.
28

 Allegedly, the public sector was supposed to produce quality and engaged 

films that the private sector, with so much at stake, was not willing to finance,
29

 

assuming that the former was now free from financial constraints and commercial 

stipulations exerted by private film distributors.
30

 This, nonetheless, did not really 

happen as it was shown in the preceding section. Instead of commissioning the 

production of a limited number of quality films that aimed at generalizing the new 

socialist principles of the National Charter, the GEICRT, for various considerations 

discussed in the previous chapter, was obliged to produce a large number of low-budget 
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films. Moreover, among the public sector’s many responsibilities was providing 

technical services and financial assistance to the private sector as well, which remained 

subject to the old profit seeking mentality. As such, the cinema as an industry was 

saved, but not yet liberated of bygone flaws. Between 1963 and 1966, the GEICRT 

produced fifty-seven public films and funded an additional thirty-seven private films,
31

 

of which only six were deemed artistically valuable by film critics, while the rest were 

unoriginal replicas of the pre-public sector conventional cinema or which copied 

American films.
32

 

 Furthermore, in the absence of any sense of collective commitment on the part 

of the cineastes, incidents of squandering public funds started to surface.
33

 Now that 

advances and funds were secured by the public sector, some cineastes, including actors, 

directors, and technicians, availed themselves of this opportunity to fill their pockets. 

The budget of an average public film largely exceeded that of a private one for no 

apparent reason. The salaries of film professionals contracted by the public sector 

doubled, if not tripled, as did the number of film stock used in the production of a 

public film. Besides, the prolonged shooting schedules of public films that, more often 
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than not, were extended deliberately.
34

 Moreover, when the Ministry of Culture and 

National Guidance decided in 1964 to replace monetary prizes, given away during film 

festivals or as incentives granted to artists working in the film industry, with symbolic 

awards in an effort to reduce expenditures, the cineastes, as was reported in the press, 

condemned such a decision and openly opposed it.
35

 This could be, perhaps, viewed as 

an indication of the cineastes’ preoccupation with financial concerns rather than the 

quality of the films they were supposed to furnish.
36

 When the chairman of the 

GEICRT, al  ‘ mr, invited filmmakers commissioned by the public sector to his 

office to openly discuss the production plan of 1965-66 in terms of content, quantity 

and quality, only twelve of them attended.
37

 This nonchalance that the cineastes 

exhibited regarding their presumed role in the intended cultural revolution that Nasser 

called for, and viewed as a natural byproduct of his political and social revolution,
38

 is 

echoed in Rushd  Ab ẓa’s explanation for the actors’ need for higher salaries: 

  
 I have two cars, one that is ordinary and another parked in front of my house 

for twenty-eight days a month, which I only use when I want to meet with my 

fans. These all cost money. Every season, I have to buy sixty suits, most of 

which I wear while filming. We live under extraordinary circumstances that 

obligate us to live in luxury [...]. I guess if I was to be chauffeured in a Rolls 

Royce to the Berlin [Film Festival], I would have returned [to Egypt] with the 

third prize. Cinema is [about] slyness and appearances and we, the Egyptians, 

are the masters of such things.
39
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 Nevertheless, Egyptian cineastes were not the only ones deserving of blame for 

the severity of the situation, that is, the maintenance of this profit-prodigal mentality; 

bureaucrats working for the GEICRT also had a hand in aggravating it. Although very 

beneficial to the continuation of Egyptian film industry, the measures taken by the 

GEICRT between 1963 and 1966 started to backfire before too long. To begin with, the 

fundamental problem had to do with the complications arising from the massive influx 

of employees coming from different fields to work at the GEICRT or one of its 

companies. That there were not enough jobs for all of these employees did not stop the 

Ministry of Culture and National Guidance from carrying on a wild and random 

recruiting process. Several newly created posts had no actual function at all, for 

example, executive producer (muntij munafidh) who received a monthly salary without 

doing any work.
40

 Many of the hired employees, who lacked any sense of forward-

looking planning, were appointed in positions that they knew very little about, resulting 

in the purchase of plots and stories that were not adaptable to the big screen.
41

 In 

principle, there was no rule obligating anyone working in and for the public sector to 

sever ties with the private sector. However, in some cases, a producer hired by Cairo 

Company for Film Production for example was not allowed to produce or participate in 
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any other project funded by another company, be it public or private.
42

 This condition 

was not fully respected. ub  Far t, ‘Abb s ilm , ilm  Rafla, Rams s Nagu b and 

Ma mūd K mil are only a few names who, though working for Cairo Company, 

continued to produce films for the private sector.
43

  

 Moreover, this inefficient bureaucracy, though condemned repeatedly by 

Nasser,
44

 was also an automatic aftereffect of the primitive organizational structure of 

the GEICRT, which generally depended upon complete functional and sectorial 

divisions (al-taqsīm al-naw‘ī) in managing its companies.
45

 Taking into consideration 

that Egyptian film industry had suffered from its early beginnings by a lack of 

coordination between its subsectors, this type of partition only added fuel to the fire. 

One reason that might explain such a shortsighted decision lies in GEICRT’s over-

enthusiasm and the short timeframe within which it was operating, all of which required 

hasty intervention. Instead of adhering to a socialist model of organization—now that 

Egypt aspired to become a model for socialist change—it continued to abide by a 

somehow archaic structure. A socialist common trend of organizing a film sector, as it 

was reported by some Egyptian critics film critics in the press, entailed the 

establishment of production units, each of which contained its own studio, a distribution 

department and a selected number of exhibition houses, all harmonically operating to 
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serve film production.
46

 Unlike such systems, GEICRT’s companies worked 

independently,
47

 each of which aimed at maximizing its own profit, sometimes at the 

expense of its sister companies, devastatingly affecting the quality of their sole product, 

Egyptian public films.
48

 Under such circumstances, the business-oriented private sector, 

the largest beneficiary of this unhealthy competition between the public-sector 

companies, continued to survive and even expand. The press heavily criticized this 

situation, cynically observing how Egyptian film industry had become a “big restaurant 

[where] the private sector eats and the public sector pays.”49
   

 

B. GEICRT Reorganized: Prevailing Over Difficulties  
 

Roughly around the same time, articles, written by journalists, artists, and 

intellectuals such as Naguib Mahfouz, Louis ‘Awad, and Jam l al-B jūr  started 

appearing in the daily al-Ahr m, the popular Ruz al-yūsuf, and the leftist al- alī‘a, 

denouncing the naïve and deteriorating quality of films, and at the same time calling for 

a more refined engaged cinema.
50

 These articles covered news about international 
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cinemas, including but not limited to updates about socialist, revolutionary, neo-realist, 

and new wave cinema.
51

 In his article, “Towards a Socialist Cinema,” appearing in al-

alī‘a, al  Abū Sayf defined socialist cinema as being: 

 The cinema of the masses [could only be achieved] if cineastes learn both the 

language and problems of the masses, […] it is the cineaste’s responsibility to 
[…] glorify the people’s actions, to protect the state’s national interests and 
public policy, to denounce […] colonialism […].52

 

 

Abū Sayf’s counterpart, Jam l al-Layth , also made an effort to raise awareness 

among the cineastes about the necessity of having a committed socialist cinema, 

pointing out that “any film which serves a political, humanistic or social cause serves 

our society.”53
 Additionally, voices advocating the separation of culture from national 

guidance, by extension art and cinema from radio and television, started to appear.
54

 

Even ‘Uk sha had envisioned such a separation before his return to the Ministry.
55

 

Also, graduates from the Higher Institute for the Cinema and the Scriptwriting Institute, 

both pioneering ventures of the public sector, began operations, bringing with them a 
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fresh alternative perception and understanding of the cinema. In this atmosphere, the 

state deemed it necessary to reassess and modify its film policy, in part to address the 

above-mentioned cumulative predicaments, as well to respond to this growing demand 

for better quality and more ideologically conscious cinema. 

As a first measure, Nasser issued a decree in late 1965 separating culture from 

national guidance, followed shortly by two consecutive laws in early 1966.
56

 While the 

first ordinance aimed at reorganizing the Ministry of National Guidance, placing under 

its purview radio and television,
57

 the second restructured the Ministry of Culture, 

giving more emphasis than before to the artistic aspect of the cinema.
58

 Not only did the 

Ministry of Culture aim to raise the professional and artistic level of film production, 

but it also sought to cultivate an alternative cinematic taste, introducing Egyptian 

viewing public to new genres of non-commercial cinema.
59

 Furthermore, in an effort to 

supervise and maintain the artistic quality of film production, the ministry established 

the General Directory for Artistic Censorship (al-Id ra al-‘ mma lil-raq ba ‘ala al-

mu anif t al-fannīyya) to examine stories and films before purchasing and screening 

them respectively.
60

 As for the ministry’s administration, Nasser appointed Sulaym n 

Huzayyin as the interim minister. Under the latter’s supervision, the Secretariat of 

Propaganda and Thought (Am nat al-da‘wa wal-fikr) of the Socialist Union summoned 
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a meeting with the cineastes to address their complaints and suggestions.
61

 Attesting to 

its responsiveness, the state decreed a new law, thoroughly reorganizing the GEICRT. It 

became known as the General Egyptian Institution for the Cinema (al-Mu’assassa al-

mi rīyya al-‘ mma lil-sīnima—hereafter GEIC).
62

  

For almost a year, the GEIC remained leaderless as several potential candidates 

declined chairing an under-financed institution.
63

 In the meantime, Nasser had 

succeeded in convincing ‘Uk sha to accept his nomination to become the Minister of 

Culture, tasking him with the urgent mission of “containing the [artistic and financial] 

damage suffered by the cinema sector.”64
 Because Nasser was aware that the state could 

not afford wasting funds on faltering projects, he instructed ‘Uk sha, as the latter 

recounted, to temporarily halt production for a two-year period, focusing instead on 

systemically addressing difficulties within the film industry.
65

 Mindful of the 

shortcomings of previous film policies, mainly the lack of advanced planning, 

‘Uk sha’s first and cautious measure was to instigate a series of investigations. To 

achieve this, he formed a committee of economists from the Central Auditing Agency 

(al-Jih z al-markazī lil-mu sab t) to inspect the financial state of the institution and 

suggest conceivable solutions.
66

 As for the technical and artistic standing of the GEIC 

and its assets, he hired a group of French experts, among whom was the renowned 
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screenwriter Pierre Cardinale, with the intention of uncovering the real reasons behind 

the deterioration of Egyptian films.
67

 ‘Uk sha, however, was sensible enough to realize 

that any external solution prior to consultation with local cinematic circle would not be 

well-received by them. For this reason he summoned a cinema conference on the 12
th

 

and 13
th

 of October 1966, in which a large number of film professionals participated.
68

 

A closer examination of the interventions made at the conference reveals a deep schism 

in the cineastes’ perception of both the cinema and the presumed role of the public 

sector. On the one hand, there was a group of professionals, who expressed a sense of 

responsibility and commitment for a socialist cinema, while on the other hand, another 

group typified the traditional commercial mindset, opposing a politically and socially 

committed cinema.
69

 

The proceedings of this conference, the reports of the two aforementioned 

investigative committees, as well as a number of articles published at the time also 

identified difficulties that were obstructing GEIC’s development, 70
 predictably 

suggesting a similar set of resolutions, among which was the recommendation for a 

complete change in the structure of the public companies before the introduction of any 

other measure.
71

 The sectorial fragmentation of the public companies, the lack of 
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advanced planning, the employment of unqualified personnel, the shortage of qualified 

employees, the implications of the socio-political transformations that Egypt was 

witnessing in general, and the commercially minded private sector were found to be the 

real triggers for the artistic and financial crisis of the cinema sector. ‘Uk sha’s 

straightforward response was: “I cannot do miracles but I will do my utmost to 

[incorporate these suggestions].”72
 For a while, at least, this promise reignited the 

cineastes’ hopes for a more effective GEIC. ‘Uk sha, indeed, kept his word. Two 

months after the conference, Decree 48 was issued on 20 December 1966, restructuring 

the GEIC by merging its six companies into two entities; Cairo Company for Film 

Production (Sharikat al-q hira lil-sīnima) under the supervision of the economist 

‘Abdul R ziq asan,
73

 and the Cairo Company for Film Distribution and Exhibition 

(Sharikat al-q hira li dūr al-‘arḍ wal-tawzī‘), operating under the purview of the 

financial expert Yūsuf al  al-D n.74
 ‘Uk sha’s decision to appoint economic 

specialists as general directors of public film companies falls in line with Nasser’s 

directions to prevent the film public sector from further financial loss. The artistic level 

of Egyptian cinema, nevertheless, was still at the front of ‘Uk sha’s mind, as was 

manifested, first, by the appointment of Naguib Mahfouz, probably one of Egypt’s most 

influential literary figures at the time, as the president of the GEIC, as well as the 

allocation of one third of the entire Ministry’s budget to the GEIC.75
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  The three appointees instantly introduced what was referred to as the 

downsizing policy (siyy sat al-inkim sh) by contrast to the over-ambitious policy of the 

preceding administration, carefully examining stories prior to their purchase, diligently 

following up on previous productions instigated before their tenures, and, most 

importantly, cutting the wages of employees and film professionals as well as reducing 

unnecessary expenses, which, of course, provoked a cineastes’ uproar.76
 Not 

surprisingly, 80 percent of the GEIC’s allocated budget was spent on paying up 

previous debts and loans owed to several creditors and departments.
77

 In so doing, 

GEIC’s new administration became aware of possible liquidity consequences that might 

hamper the institution’s future operations. Subsequently it suggested to ‘Uk sha the 

necessity for finding other funding sources, if only to secure the employees’ salaries and 

social insurances.
78

 ‘Uk sha, in turn, informed Nasser about this situation appealing for 

immediate help, to which the latter obliged by calling upon the Minister of Finance to 

secure a new loan for the GEIC.
79

 

Artistic, technical and administrative improvements also accompanied this 

downsizing policy. Within a one-year period beginning in late1966, the Ministry of 

Culture introduced several reforms in hopes of raising the artistic level of Egyptian 
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cinema. In an effort to inform peasants, through films, about the new socialist 

experience that Egypt was undergoing, the Directory of Mass Culture (Id rat al-thaq fa 

al-jam hirīyya) was created with Sa‘d K mil as its director, with the intention of 

spreading the mass culture to the less privileged provinces and small villages.
80

 

Moreover, in an attempt to introduce unconventional film genres, the National Centre 

for Documentary and Short Films (al-Markaz al-wa anī lil-afl m al-wath ’iqīyya wal-

qa īra) was established as an autonomous unit in the GEIC to be run by the artist asan 

Fu d.
81

 In light of these developments, it is possible to conclude that greater emphasis 

was given to the quality and content of films than ever before. Interestingly, the public 

sector continued to financially support the private sector, but not without introducing a 

set of stipulations. Any producer going beyond either the fixed production schedule or 

the number of assigned film stock had to personally pay for extra costs.
82

 “We are not 

asking for much,” ‘Abdul R ziq asan addressed the cineastes, “but to produce good 

films that are compatible with the state’s discourse,”83
 that is the socialist direction; 

hence, summarizing, in a few words, GEIC’s primary objective. Additionally, by 

commissioning usayn Kam l, a graduate of the Higher Institute for the Cinema, to 

launch GEIC’s production plan for 1967, this new administration displayed a genuine 

interest in opening the doors to a new generation of skilled and talented filmmakers, 
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probably with the undeclared intention of cleansing the cinematic scene from 

traditionally minded professionals.
84

 

The least that could be said about these developments is that they reflect the 

government’s resolve to improve the cinema sector, not only financially but artistically 

as well, all the while operating under difficult circumstances. Clearly, the priority given 

to art-related concerns delineates a significant change in the cultural policy of the state, 

most likely revealing a new, more comprehensive perception of the cinema on the part 

of both the cineastes and the government. As a result, some critics dubbed this period, 

largely influenced by the downsizing policy, a time of great administrative 

achievement.
85

  

 

 

C. On the Heels of the Naksa. 
 

On 5 July 1967, Israel launched a series of massive airstrikes against Egyptian 

airfields, taking the Egyptians and the Arab World by surprise. Consequently, this 

attack led to the outbreak of the Six-Day War between Israel on one side and Egypt, 

Jordan and Syria on the other. Not only did this war inflict heavy losses on Egypt, it 

also resulted in open encroachment on Egyptian sovereignty, materialized in the Israeli 

occupation of the Sinai. “It was this defeat,” according to the film critic Qussai Samak, 

“that brought back the national question in its most immediate aspects to the center of 

Egypt’s preoccupations.”86
 An invisible, undeclared need to compensate for and 
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respond to this military defeat by means of some sort of a cultural resistance, that 

denounced the enemy and exalted the nation, was evident in the state’s post-1967 film 

policy. For the first time in the history of Egyptian cinema, ideological concerns were 

prioritized over economic imperatives. After the defeat, the Ministry of Culture called 

upon the administration of the cinema sector to explicitly abide by the government’s 

new stance
87

 that aimed at: 

 A conscious mass mobilization that could prepare the masses for a long and 

hard struggle through a number of films, which valorize bravery, patience, 

sanctification of duty, […].88
 

 

As such, the state officially banned the importation of British and American 

film, both as a political statement against these states’ blatant support of Israel as well 

as a cultural rejection of the type of commercial cinema they projected.
89

 To find a 

replacement to these films, the GEIC turned its eyes towards new “friendly” 

governments in hopes of importing films that revolved around the idea of “the masses 

[being] the true hero in national struggles.”90
 Nevertheless, without providing an 

alternative cinema, the ban alone could not possibly end the existing politically puerile 

cinema. In September 1967, and in an effort to encourage a more committed cinema, 

‘Uk sha dispatched a delegation to several socialist countries such as Yugoslavia, 

Poland and the Soviet Union to learn more about their cinemas, with a view to 
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transferring such knowledge and expertise to Egypt.
91

 Among the techniques learned 

was the “Pocket Film” (Sīnima al-jayb), which entailed the use of small cameras and 

natural sources of light to visually document reality as is, creating in the process short 

art and experimental films,
92

 a concept that completely contradicted the practice of 

commercial cinema. Also, European and Soviet film weeks were held in Cairo and 

Alexandria. The Cinéma d’auteur93
 was also another type of cinema that Roberto 

Rossellini, the Italian neo-realist filmmaker, helped to spread among Egyptian 

filmmakers after accepting ‘Uk sha’s invitation to host a film workshop in Egypt.94
  

This urge to take a cultural stand vis-à-vis the national crisis was not restricted 

to state institutions. The impact of the defeat on the Egyptians in general, and the artists 

in particular worked as a wake-up call for film professionals to revolutionize and 

ultimately politicize their cinema. A growing demand for “a different type of cinema, a 

new cinematic language, a new mentality, a new vision” started spreading among the 

cineastes.
95

 Devastated by the defeat, the students at the Higher Institute for the Cinema 

used their skills and resources provided by the institute to produce short films about 

civic engagement and citizenship.
96

 This initiative caught the eye of the GEIC’s 
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administration, which clearly started conceiving films as a political weapon, 

compelling the National Centre for Documentary and Short Films to sponsor them.
97

 In 

one of his speeches after the defeat, Nasser addressed his people urging them to resist, 

“now that the military aggression is over, a [cultural] attack will transpire [against] the 

people, [against] every citizen of this country.”98
 Memorable mobilizing slogans such 

as “a camera in one hand and a weapon in another” started appearing in the press, 

ultimately recognizing cinema as a principle resistance weapon.
99

 In such an 

atmosphere, cinema became “the eye of truth […] which could […] record the cruelty 

of defeat and the glory of victory.”100
  

   Another response to the defeat was the launch of several publications calling 

for new and avant-garde cultural movements, like Gallery 68, a journal focusing on 

literature and visual arts.
101

 Under the direction of Raj ’ al-Naq sh, al-Kaw kib 

dedicated an entire sector entitled, “Angry Magazine” (al-Majalla al-gh diba), to the 

New Cinema Collective (Jam ’at al-sīnima al-jadīda). The latter was a film society 

created by a group of young filmmakers, among whom were graduates of the Higher 

Institute for the Cinema,
102

 itself the creation of the public sector. ‘Al  Abū Sh d , 
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Sam r Far d, A mad Mutwal , ‘ dil Mun r, Mu ammad R , Ra’fat al-M h , and 

Ashraf Fahm  were among this society’s members.103
 Like its counterparts in Latin 

America and France, this society published a manifesto in which it basically attacked 

the deep-rooted commercial mentality that prevailed in Egyptian cinema, labeling it 

“the opiate of the Arab masses.”104
 Greatly influenced by realist and revolutionary 

cinemas, this society called for an alternative cinema that “would record and study the 

movement of Egyptian society” tracking the developing social and political relations. 

105
 Finding in this society’s manifesto the type of cinema that it aspired to, the GEIC 

collaborated with its members on two quality films. The first film was ‘Al  ‘Abdul 

Kh liq’s A Song along the Passage (Ughniyya ‘ala al-mammar, 1972), which 

addressed the trauma and struggle of Egyptian soldiers stuck in a strategic checkpoint 

during the Six-Day War. The Shadows on the Other Side (ẓil l ‘ala al-j nib al- khar, 

1974), the second collaboration with the society, was directed by Gh lib Sha‘th, a 

Palestinian filmmaker who started his career in Egypt after finishing his studies in 

Vienna.
106

  

Together with the previous downsizing policy, these cultural transformations 

that Egypt experienced on the heels of the Naksa facilitated the emergence of a 

politically critical, national cinema, marked by the artistic “improvement in the 
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intellectual caliber of [its] films.”107
 Looking back at the prevailing cinematic spirit 

after the Naksa, director Khayr  Bish ra pointed out that “we wanted to change the 

course of [Egyptian cinema].”108
 Indeed, this period witnessed the production of some 

of the most influential and highly acclaimed films in the history of Egyptian cinema. In 

addition to visually depicting the aftermath of the Six-Day War, the makers of these 

films attempted to uncover what they assumed as the real reasons for the Naksa, 

suggesting factors other than the “imperialist conspiracy” and “fate.”109
 Some of them 

considered the defeat as an artistic and emotional stimulus, directly addressing it, 

decrying it, speaking back to it, and analyzing it, others preoccupied themselves with 

allegoric criticism of the regime and the demise of its national project.
110

 Not only did 

these films grapple with socio-political and existentialist issues, but also their filmic 

language reflected on the one hand a refined sense of cinematic maturity and on the 
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other, a recognizable change in the cinema’s discourse, both of which would not have 

transpired without the contribution of the public sector.  

 

D. The Dissolution of GEIC 
 

While the GEIC was embarking on a mission to revolutionize the cinema sector, 

its financial debts to the Ministry of Finance and the Industrial Bank were substantially 

rising. During a cabinet session in April 1968, the Minister of Finance announced his 

intention to cut down his ministry’s funding to the GEIC, for the latter, he argued, had 

become a financial burden on the state.
111

 In reaction to this, ‘Uk sha posed the 

traditional rhetorical question, “is culture a commercial commodity subject to the law of 

supply and demand?”112
 Not expecting an answer, he went on to note: 

It is neither possible nor logical for cultural institutions to serve two masters 

simultaneously and with equal devotion. It is either the quality [of films] or 

their box office revenues.
113

 

 

One month later, in May 1968, the government inaugurated an evaluation 

process of the entire cinema sector, with a view to liquidating its financially failing 

divisions. Subsequently, the writer ‘Abdul am d Jawdat al-Sahh r was appointed as 

the chairman of the GEIC, announcing right away his intention of limiting the public 

sector’s operations to co-productions and high-budget films solely.
114

 Around the same 

time, the Minister of Finance, taking into consideration the recommendations of the 

evaluation committee, suggested the consolidation of Cairo Company for Film 
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Production and Cairo Company for Film Distribution and Exhibition into one entity in 

an attempt to centralize GEIC’s administration and reduce its financial expenses.
115

 

This suggestion was taken seriously by ‘Uk sha, but not without making a fuss about 

other problems that the state needed to address immediately to help GEIC overcome 

particular difficulties, such as, for example, the high taxes imposed on the film stock, 

the shortage of exhibition houses, the political tension with neighboring countries.
116

 

On 30 March 1970, Decree 511 was issued merging all the public-sector film 

companies into one body—the General Egyptian Institution for the Cinema, GEIC.
117

 

Regardless of this continuous reshuffling of the cinema sector, GEIC’s aims remained 

unchanged throughout its existence; sustaining the national film industry, either by 

producing quality films or providing services to the private sector. By mid 1970, it had 

become clear that the Egyptian state was willing to continue its financial support for the 

public sector as a concession to the latter’s past and potential cultural achievements.  

On 28 September 1970, Gamal ‘Abdul Nasser died of a heart attack, leaving 

Egypt in a state of shock and in the hands of his vice-president Anwar al-Sadat. On 15 

May 1971, al-Sadat launched the Corrective Movement, basically targeting the 

Nasserist legacy, which included the public sector. As a precursor to his open door 

policy (al-infit ), al-Sadat instigated sequential waves of privatization, inevitably 

affecting the cinema sector.
118

 On 7 November 1971, the GEIC was dissolved, only to 

be replaced with the General Organization for the Cinema, Theatre and Music (al-
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Hay’a al-‘ mma lil-sīnima wal masra  wal-musīqa).
119

 By Decree 2827 of 1971, the 

public sector was ordered to close down its film production operations, focusing instead 

on providing film services and facilities to the private sector. In so doing, the public-

sector film production prematurely expired, paradoxically at the same time as its own 

films, produced during and after the downsizing period, were garnering critical acclaim 

and spawning a second Golden Age of Egyptian cinema!       
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

 

On 23 January 1972 a member of the Egyptian Parliament drew his colleagues’ 

attention to the heavy financial loss incurred by the now dissolved public-sector film 

production unit, calling upon the authorities to begin immediate investigations.
1
 This 

deputy’s brief intervention in a somewhat ordinary parliamentary session turned into a 

decade-long trial,
2
 with the seeming intention of redeeming debts and convicting the 

responsible party.
3
 Nine years later and on 22 December 1981the Public Prosecution 

Office (al-Nīyy ba al- mma) in Egypt finally reached a verdict on the basis of the 

following: given the fact that the public film sector came into being to rescue an 

imperiled industry; given that the cinema sector was conceived in times of political 

turbulence; given that supreme state authorities directed film production to serve the 

revolutionary regime and its status abroad, the employees of the public sector were 

deemed not guilty of negligence, as they were operating under extraordinary and 

extremely difficult circumstances, and in line with general state policy.
4
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This verdict of innocence is absent in much of the existing literature. Even those 

who refer to it, solely harp about the problems that the public sector faced, which they 

deemed a complete failure. Although these problems were lengthily discussed, this 

thesis aims at underlining the state’s and its public sector resolve to accomplish its 

mission of reviving an ailing film industry, notwithstanding its inherited or rising 

predicaments. Prevailing over these difficulties was the first achievement of this sector. 

The financial and technical support provided by the public film sector to film 

professionals, working in both the public and private sectors, ensured the continuance 

of Egyptian film industry.  

The second achievement of the public sector in Egyptian cinema was setting the 

scene for a new generation of skilled and talented filmmakers. Within an eight-year 

period, the public sector commissioned 60 directors, who in turn produced 158 films, 

almost amounting to 30 percent of all Egyptian film production between 1963 and 

1971.
5
 Among these directors were 26 new names,

6
 some of whom were graduates of 

the Higher Institute for the Cinema, itself another achievement that is still in operation. 

Although the public sector ceased its film production in 1971, it still exists up to the 

present as a service sector, under the purview of the General Organization for the 

Cultural Palaces (al-Hay’a al-‘ mma li qu ur al-thaq fa). The current organization still 

aims at fulfilling similar objectives as its predecessors; publishing specialized books 

and journals dealing with the cinema; holding film festivals and film weeks; 

supervising Cinema clubs and societies; and encouraging the production of 

documentary and educational films. 
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The fourth accomplishment of the public film sector but one of greater 

importance was paving the way for the rise of an alternative cinema, owing to the 

nourishing environment that this sector helped to create, either through the 

establishment of the said Higher Institute, exposure to international cinematic 

movements, or its decade-long endeavors to reform the film industry. Even more, the 

operation of the public sector perpetuated a still existing dilemma of whether films 

could or should be used for ideological persuasion. The emergence of a new cinematic 

perception that recognized cinema as a tool for cultural resistance and artistic 

expression non-seeking profit attests to the public sector’s positive influence. To be 

sure, the rise of a non-commercial genre in Egyptian filmmaking would have been more 

difficult, if not impossible, without the sustenance that the public sector provided.  

Now that this thesis has opened up a more balanced understanding of the public 

sector, perhaps it would be possible to arrive at a better appreciation and assessment of 

its overall role. A critical study concerned with the analysis of the artistic and creative 

aspects of the films produced by the public sector, without being influenced, if not 

tainted, by the preconceived notions surrounding the said sector that this thesis 

attempted to contest, now becomes conceivable.  

Aside from an analysis dedicated only to a thorough examination of film 

aesthetics and languages, another research topic can revolve around the under-

examined, perhaps unintended, roles of these films. Instead of dismissing them as 

artistically insignificant, films produced by the public sector can be analyzed as 

products of Egyptian history. Though works of fiction, these films can still be regarded 

as cultural artifacts that communicate ideas, stories, perceptions, and dilemmas that 

prevailed in a specific time period. Not only do they visually represent the socio-
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political, economic and cultural realities that transpired in Nasser’s Egypt, but, more 

importantly, they reflect the visions of their makers—how, both as artists and citizens, 

they perceived the Nasserist experiment. One of the questions that such a study might 

endeavor to answer would be whether these films could be considered as a medium for 

understanding the past; in other words, could they be viewed as a vehicle for legitimate 

historical analysis?   

Another serious academic research that appears tenable in light of this thesis is a 

comparative study between the public sector in Egyptian cinema and its counterparts in 

other countries such as Algeria, Syria, the Soviet Union, Yugoslavia, Hungary and 

China, which were actively increasing the role of public film production in popular 

mobilization against colonial rule and, following independence, achieving a more just 

and equitable social and political realities. Such an analysis can delve into the 

similarities and differences between these sectors, perhaps with a view to better 

comprehend the particularities of the Egyptian public film sector in terms of theoretical 

justifications, modes of operation, historical context, as well as cultural and artistic 

production. Only then, the vanguard-pioneering role of the public sector in Egyptian 

cinema might be understood. 
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APPENDIX 

 

A List of Films Produced by the Public Sector in Egyptian Cinema
1
 

 

  Film Director Year 

1 Wa-Isl m h Andrew Marton 1961 

2 al-N ir al  al-D n Youssef Chahine 1963 

3 adatha fi Mi r   1963 

4 al-Q hira fi al-Layl Mu ammad S lim 1963 

5 Muntaha al-Fara  Mu ammad S lim 1963 

6 al-Ayd  al-N 'ima Ma mūd Dhūlfiq r 1963 

7 Bayna al-Qa rayn asan al-Im m 1964 

8 Zawj fi Ij za Mu ammad 'Abdul Jaw d 1964 

9 al-Mur hiq n Sayf al-D n Shawkat 1964 

10 H rib min al-Zaw j asan al- ayf  1964 

11 Min Ajl anaf  asan al- ayf  1964 

12 Thaman al- urr yya Nūr al-Damard sh 1964 

13 I'tir f t Zawj Fa n 'Abdul Wah b 1964 

14 al-Ibn al-Mafqūd Mu ammad K mil asan 1964 

15 Nahr al- ay t asan Ri a 1964 

16 al-' 'ila al-Kar ma Fa n 'Abdul Wah b 1964 

17 al- ar q us m al-D n Mu afa 1964 

18 al-Ris la al-Akh ra Mu ammad K mil asan 1964 

19 al-Rajul al-Majhūl Mu ammad 'Abdul Jaw d 1965 

20 al-'Alamayn Abdul 'Al m Kha b 1965 

21 Hiyya wal-Rij l asan al-Im m 1965 

22 al-'Aql wal-M l Abb s Kam l 1965 

23 al- ar m Henri Barak t 1965 

24 al-Jabal Khal l Shawq  1965 

25 ar d al-Firdaws Fa n 'Abdul Wah b 1965 

26 Ay m 'i'a Bah ' al-D n Sharaf 1965 

27 ub lil-Jam ' Abdul Ra m n Shar f 1965 

28 al-Rij l l  Yatazawajūn al-Jam l t A mad Farūq 1965 

29 Armala wa Thal th Ban t Jal l al-Sharq w  1965 

30 al-Jaz ' Abdul Ra m n al-Kham s  1965 

31 Sukūn al-' ifa A mad iy ' al-D n 1965 

32 al-Musta l usayn Kam l 1965 

33 al-I'tir f Sa'd 'Arafa 1965 

34 al-'Inab al-Murr Farūq 'Ajrama 1965 

35 Aghla Min ay t  Ma mūd Dhūlfiq r 1965 

36 al-Thal tha Yu ibūnaha Ma mūd Dhūlfiq r 1965 

37 al-Kh 'ina Kam l al-Shaykh 1965 
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  Film Director Year 

38 H rib min al-Ayy m us m al-D n Mu afa 1965 

39 al-Mam l k if S lim 1965 

40 Ibn Kliyūbatra   1965 

41 Thal that Lu ū  

Fa n 'Abdul Wah b + Kam l al-
Shaykh + asan al-Im m 

1965 

42 Mr t  Mud r ' mm Fa n 'Abdul Wah b 1966 

43 Thawrat al-Yaman if S lim 1966 

44 Wad 'an Ayuha al-Layl asan Ri a 1966 

45 Sayyid Darw sh A mad Badrakh n 1966 

46 al- ay t ilwa ilm  al m 1966 

47 agh ra 'ala al- ub Niy z  Mu afa 1966 

48 Shayy n al-Layl Niy z  Mu afa 1966 

49 Adū al-Mar'a Ma mūd Dhūlfiq r 1966 

50 al-Mur hiqa al- agh ra Ma mūd Dhūlfiq r 1966 

51 Laylat al-Zif f Henri Barak t 1966 

52 al-Q hira 30 al  Abū Sayf 1966 

53 Kh n al-Khal l  if S lim 1966 

54 F ris Ban  amd n Niy z  Mu afa 1966 

55 Kunūz ilm  Rafla 1966 

56 Shay' fi ay ti Henri Barak t 1966 

57 Zawja min B r z if S lim 1966 

58 Ibtis m t Abū al-Haul   1966 

59 Q hir al-A lan is   1966 

60 F ris al- ahr '   1966 

61 Akh ar Rajul fi al-' lam Niy z  Mu afa 1967 

62 al-Samm n wal-Khar f us m al-D n Mu afa 1967 

63 Mu'askar al-Ban t Khal l Shawq  1967 

64 al-Dakh l Nūr al-Damard sh 1967 

65 I r b al-Sha t n asan al-Im m 1967 

66 al-Lay l  al- aw la Ma mūd Dhūlfiq r 1967 

67 al-Qubla al-Akh ra Ma mūd Dhūlfiq r 1967 

68 Ma'būdat al-Jam h r ilm  Rafla 1967 

69 al-Khurūj min al-Janna Ma mūd Dhūlfiq r 1967 

70 al-Mukharibūn Kam l al-Shaykh 1967 

71 Indama Nu ib Fa n 'Abdul Wah b 1967 

72 Ij zat ayf Sa'd 'Arafa 1967 

73 Jaffat al-Am r Sayyid ' ssa 1967 

74 Jar ma fi al- ay al-H di' us m al-D n Mu afa 1967 

75 al-Ni f al-' khar A mad Badrakh n 1967 

76 al-Zawja al-Th n yya al  Abū Sayf 1967 

77 Ghar m fi al-Karnak Al  Ri a 1967 

78 al-'Ayb Jal l al-Sharq w  1967 

79 Nūra Ma mūd Dhūlfiq r 1967 

80 Qa r al-Shawq asan al-Im m 1967 
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  Film Director Year 

81 Afr  A mad Badrakh n 1968 

82 3 Qi a  Ibr h m al- ahin 1968 

83 Ay m al- ub 

asan Ri a + Mu ammad Nab h+ 
ilm  al m 

1968 

84 aww ' 'ala al- ar q usayn ilm  al-Muhandis 1968 

85 Mr t  Majnūna ilm  al m 1968 

86 al-Būs aj  usayn Kam l 1968 

87 al-Mutamaridūn Tawf q li  1968 

88 al-Qa yya 68 al  Abū Sayf 1968 

89 Jazirat al-'Ush q asan Ri a 1968 

90 Ar  al-Nif q Fa n 'Abdul Wah b 1968 

91 al-Rajul al-Ladh  Faqada ẓilahu Kam l al-Shaykh 1968 

92 Qind l Um H shim Kam l 'A yya 1968 

93 Ana al-Duktūr Abb s K mil 1968 

94 al-S rk if S lim 1968 

95 Kayfa Tasriq Milyūn ran? Najd  H fiẓ 1968 

96 
Kayfa Tasriq Qunbula 

Dhar yya?   
1968 

97 Abū al-Haul al-Zuj j    1968 

98 Shay' min al-Khawf usayn Kam l 1969 

99 ik ya min Baladna ilm  al m 1969 

100 Yawmiy t N yib fi al-Ary f Tawf q li  1969 

101 al-N s li Juwa Jal l al-Sharq w  1969 

102 Lu ū  L kin ẓuraf ' Ibr h m Lu f  1969 

103 Abw b al-Layl asan Ri a 1969 

104 al-Sayyid al-Bul i Tawf q li  1969 

105 al- ilwa 'Az za asan al-Im m 1969 

106 Zawja Ghayyūra Jiddan ilm  Rafla 1969 

107 Akadh b Haww ' Fa n 'Abdul Wah b 1969 

108 Miramar Kam l al-Shaykh 1969 

109 Wujūh lil ub 

Mid at Bak r + Naj  Riy + Mamdū  
Shukr  

1969 

110 N dya A mad Badrakh n 1970 

111 A 'ab Zaw j Mu ammad Nab h 1970 

112 al-'Ar  Youssef Chahine 1970 

113 Ashy ' l  Tushtara A mad  iy ' al-D n 1970 

114 Ghurūb wa Shurūq Kam l al-Shaykh 1970 

115 ar m  al-Waraqa Al  Ri a 1970 

116 An  wa Zawjat  wal Sikritira Ma mūd Dhūlfiq r 1970 

117 Awh m al- ub Mamdū  Shukr  1970 

118 Sūq al- ar m Yusūf Marzūq 1970 

119 Dal l al-Mi r yya asan al-Im m 1970 

120 N r al-Shawq Mu ammad S lim 1970 
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  Film Director Year 

121 al-Sarr b Anwar al-Shinn w  1970 

122 Fajr al-Isl m al  Abū Sayf 1971 

123 Malikat al-Layl asan Ramz  1971 

124 al-Ikht yy r Youssef Chahine 1971 

125 Maw'ad ma' al- ab b ilm  Rafla 1971 

126 I'tir f t Zawj Sa'd 'Arafa 1971 

127 Mudhakir t al-' nisa Man l Abb s K mil 1971 

128 al-Ba'  Ya' sh Maratayn Kam l 'A iyya 1971 

129 Ri la Ladh dha Fa n 'Abdul Wah b 1971 

130 Lu'ba Kul Yawm Khal l Shawq  1971 

131 H dithat Sharaf Shaf q Sh m yya 1971 

132 Zawjat  wal-Kalb Sa' d Marzūq 1971 

133 Nahnu al-Rij l ayy būn Ibr h m Lu f  1971 

134 al-A w ' usayn ilm  1972 

135 al-N s wal-N l Youssef Chahine 1972 

136 Bint Bad 'a asan al-Im m 1972 

137 Ughn yya 'Ala al-Mamar Al  'Abdul Kh liq 1972 

138 uwar Mamnū'a 

Mu ammad 'Abdul 'Az z + Ashraf 
Fahm  + Madkūr Th bit 1972 

139 Laylat ub Akh ra ilm  Rafla 1972 

140 al- jiz Mu ammad R  1972 

141 Bayt min Rim l Sa'd 'Arafa 1972 

142 al-Shaym ' us m al-D n Mu afa 1972 

143 ik yat Bint Ismaha Marmar Henri Barak t 1972 

144 Waqr al-Ashr r asan al- ayf  1972 

145 A w ' al-Mad na Fa n 'Abdul Wah b 1972 

146 Layl wa-Qu b n Ashraf Fahm  1972 

147 Da'wa lil ay t Mid at Bak r 1972 

148 al-Shah t us m al-D n Mu afa 1972 

149 Zam n Ya ub if S lim 1973 

150 Zuhūr Barr yya Yusūf Frans s 1973 

151 al-Sullum al-Khalf  if S lim 1973 

152 al-Rajul al-Akhar Mu ammad Basyūn  1973 

153 al-Shaw ri' al-Khalf yya Kam l 'A iyya 1974 

154 Armala fi Laylat al-Zif f al-Sayyid Bad r 1974 

155 al-Mummy ' Sh d  'Abdul Sal m 1975 

156 al-ẓil l fi al-J nib al-' khar Gh lib Sha'th 1975 

157 al-Tal q  ub  Shaf q 1977 

158 Junūn al-Shab b Jal l al-Sharq w  1980 
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